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1

Introduction
Levels

of per

capita

a considerable

gap

income
of per

vary
capita

enormously
income

across

between

countries.

developed

In particular,
countries

and

there

is

developing

countries. Jones(2002) emphasizes some empirical evidences about economic growth
and one of them is the fact that the poorest
countries
are less than 5 percent
of per capita incomes the richest
emphasizes

as the second

fact,

not only levels of per capita

of per capita income vary substantially
the United States has grown at a rate

causes

the

difference

income

capita
income that
Furthermore,
as he
but also growth

rates

across countries.
For example,
the economy
of
of 1.8 percent per year for more than one hundred

years, on the other hand the economies
have never grown from 1960 to 1997.
What

have per
countries.

of some

in levels

and

countries

growth

rates

in Africa

and

of per capita

Latin
income?

America
What

determines
the levels and growth
rates of per capita income?
Many economic
growth
researchers
have tried to answer this question
in different
ways. First, they consider
investment
rates as the most important
determinant
of levels of per capita income.
That
is, they

consider

that

economies

with

higher

investment

rate

can sustain

higher

level of

per capita income. This fact is confirmed by the Solow model(Solow, 1956). Second,
some studies consider that the determinant of the levels of per capita income is investment rate of human capital, that is, educational attainment as well as the investment
rate of physical capital(Uzawa, 1965 and Lucas, 1988). They consider that economies
with not only the higher investment rate in physical capital but also higher educational
attainment can sustain higher levels or growth rates of per capita income. Finally,
some studies, especially recent studies, consider that the most important determinant
of levels or growth rates of per capita income is technological progress. Constructing
the growth models where the research effort is endogenous, Romer(1990), Grossman
and Helpman(1991), Aghion and Howitt(1992), and many other studies examine how
R&D efforts and growth rates are determined.

1

Of course, all of these three factors are necessary for sustained growth. However,
technological progress that improves the factor productivity is the most important to
the developed countries that have already accumulated physical capital and human
capital sufficiently. In fact, Young(1995) provides the following important empirical
fact. Using growth accounting, he analyzes rapid economic growth of the East Asian
countries since 1960 and shows that a large part of the growth of output relies on factor
accumulation, such as investment in physical capital and increases in labor inputs. From
this empirical finding, Krugman(1994) predicted that these East Asian economies would
not maintain this high growth rate. This Krugman's prediction is based on the fact
that improvements of technology are essential for sustained growth. 1
For these reasons, this doctoral dissertation also consider that technological progress
is essential for sustained growth and the present paper analyzes the growth model
including endogenous technological progress and examines what determines levels or
growth rates of per capita income.
First, what yields technological progress? That is the research and development(R&D)
activity by private firms. Then, on what do the R&D activities depend? They depend
on the laws and institutions concerning intellectual property right protection. In particular, patent policies affect the incentive of R&D. Hence, in Chapters 2 and 3, developing
growth models in which R&D activities are determined endogenously, I examine how
patent policies affect economic growth and the welfare level.
In Chapter 2, we investigate how extending patent length affects economic growth
and the social welfare based on an endogenous growth model with R&D activities. The
first study of optimal patent length in a dynamic general equilibrium model, Judd(1985)
has concluded that the patent length that maximizes the social welfare is infinite. In
contrast to this result, we show that the patent length that maximizes the social welfare
is finite. Moreover, we analyze not only patent length policy but also patent breadth
policy. In order to introducing patent breadth policy into the model, we assume that
all patented goods are subject to compulsory licensing and that patent authorities can
control the royalty rate that licensees must pay to licensors. We can interpret this
royalty rate as patent breadth. In this extension, we show that the patent length that
maximizes the social welfare is not infinite even if the royalty rate can be controlled.
This result is contrast to the result obtained by Gilbert and Shapiro(1990), that the
optimal patent policy involves infinite patent length. In addition, we also show that
the patent breadth that maximizes the social welfare is not maximum one.
In contrast to Chapter 2, Chapter 3 develops an endogenous growth model in which
not only innovation but also capital accumulation is a driving force of economicgrowth.
'Using the growth model where both physical capital accumulation and innovation are driving forces
of economic growt, Matsuyama(1999) shows that innovations can occur, once capital is accumulated
sufficiently.
2

That is, the model has two engines of economic growth, innovation and capital accumulation. We investigate how the patent policy affects economic growth in this more
general endogenous growth model. In the endogenous growth models with only innovation, tightening patent protection necessarily raises the return of innovation and
accelerates innovation, and enhances economic growth. We can find this result in the
models of Chapter 1, Kwan and Lai(2003), and O'Donoghue and Zweimuller(2004). In
contrast to the results of these models, stronger patent protection accelerates innovation but discourages capital accumulation in the model of this chapter. As a result,
strengthening patent protection may reduce the growth rate of output and the growthmaximizing degree of the patent protection is lower than the maximum degree of the
patent protection. We also investigate how the patent protection affects social welfare
and show that the welfare-maximizingdegree of the patent protection is lower than the
growth-maximizing degree of the patent protection.
Chapters 2 and 3 analyze the endogenous growth models that have no transitional
dynamics. Consequently, per capita income of economies is always growing at a constant rate in these models. However, as Jones(2002) argues as the third fact, growth
rates

of individual

countries

terns of growth
are quite
dissertation,
I construct
explain these
Dissimilar
Chapter

not generally

empirical
facts.
to the other chapters,

4 investigates

tion technologies
constant
returns
creasing
is shown

are

constant

over

time.

Furthermore,

different
among countries.
In the latter half
growth
models with endogenous
technological

the

equilibrium

are available:
to scale, and

returns
to scale
that if investors'

Chapter

4 analyzes

dynamics

issues

pat-

of the doctorial
progress
that

of technology

of an economy

where

two

choice.
produc-

one is a primitive
production
technology
which realizes
the other is an advanced
technology,
which exhibits
in-

due to specialization
choice of technology

of intermediate
is introduced,

goods production.
then even a quite

It
sim-

ple two-period
overlapping
generations
model can generate
endogenous
cycles, poverty
traps, or permanent
growth.
Consequently,
this growth model can explain the observed
differences
of patterns
derdeveloped
countries

of growth
among countries.
can achieve production
that

The
puts

paper
them

also discusses
on a permanent

how ungrowth

path.
Chapter

5 explores

dynamic

properties

of a Schumpeterian

growth

model

in the

environment
where innovations
are imitated
costlessly
after one period.
In this environment,
the sector that obtains
an innovation
becomes
monopolistic
and the sector
that does not obtain
an innovation
becomes
competitive.
If more sectors become
monopolistic,
this decreases
the labor demand
and lowers the wage rate, and raises the
return of innovation.
Because of this pecuniary
externality,
the rate of return of innovation rises as the

aggregate

investment

in R&D

increases.

As a result,

growth paths can be generated.
In the balanced
growth path
rate, many sectors obtain
innovations
and become monopolistic
3

multiple

balanced

with the higher growth
and consequently
the

average markup of this economy is high. In the one with the lower growth rate, only
a small number of sectors obtain innovations and the many other sectors become competitive
chapter

and consequently
the average markup is low. Furthermore,
the model in this
can generate indeterminacy
of equilibrium paths and growth cycles. Hence the

present model can explain the observed differences of growth
and the observed fluctuations
of growth rates.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this doctorial dissertation.
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2

Patent

Policy

Growth

2.1

in an

Endogenous

Model

Introduction

Research and development activity by private firms is one of the most important factors
as the engine of economic growth. There are many studies of economic growth that
view R&D as the engine of economic growth (Romer (1990), Grossman and Helpman
(1991), Aghion and Howitt (1992)). What has a great impact on the private firms'
R&D activity is the patent policy. This paper investigates how the patent policy
affects economic growth and social welfare.1
There are two welfare effects of extending the patent length. One is the growth
enhancing effect: extending the patent length enhances economic growth by raising
the rate of return of R&D. The other is the static inefficiency effect: extending the
patent length reduces the amount of output by increasing the proportion of monopolistic
sector, and thus the amount of consumption. Considering these two opposite effects,
the patent length that maximizes the social welfare can be finite. On the contrary to
the argument above, the famous study of optimal patent length in a dynamic general
equilibrium model, Judd (1985) has concluded that the patent length that maximizes
the social welfare is infinite based on an exogenous growth model. The reason for this
conclusion is that under the infinite patent length all goods are equally priced and
there is no distortion due to monopoly. On the contrary, this paper shows that the
patent length that maximizes the social welfare can be finite based on an endogenous
growth model. In the endogenous growth model, the long-run growth rate depends on
the patent length. Because the growth rate is determined endogenously in the present
model, reducing the patent length that is infinitely long raises the ratio of competitive
'The firstanalysisbasedon a partialequilibrium
modelwasconductedby Nordhaus(1969).
5

sectors sharply. This also increases output and consumption sharply, thus can increase
the utility level. This results in that infinitely-lived patents do not maximize the social
welfare.2
In addition to the analysis of patent length, we investigate how the patent policy
including patent breadth affects the social welfare. Under the circumstances that the
patent breadth, namely, the licensing royalty rate can be controlled, we show also
that the patent length that maximizes the social welfare is not infinite. The seminal
paper that examines the patent policy based on a partial equilibrium model (Gilbert
and Shapiro (1990)) suggests that the optimal patent policy involves an infinite patent
length and therefore this paper's result that infinite patent length is not optimal is
quite important. Additionally, the optimal patent policy including patent breadth has
not been examined in a dynamic general equilibrium model. Hence this paper makes a
significant contribution also in this respect.3
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up the model and solves the social
welfare function on the balanced growth path. Section 3 shows that the patent length
that maximizes the social welfare is finite. Moreover, introducing compulsory licensing
in the same way as Tandon (1982), section 4 examines the patent policy that includes
patent length and patent breadth. Section 5 concludes the paper.
The

2.2

Model

We extend the endogenous growth model developed by Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991)
and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995) in order to examine how the patent policy affects
economic
2.2.1

growth

and

social

welfare.

Firms

The final good
tion technology

sector produces
by use of intermediate
of the final good sector is given by
Y=ALI-aDa,

where
diate

Y is an amount
goods

and

of the final goods,

A denotes

a given

factor

goods

and

labor

inputs.

(2.1)

0<a<1
L is labor
productivity.

Produc-

input,

D is a composite
The

composite

of interme-

of intermediate

2Chou and Shy (1991) argue that the patent length that maximizes the social welfare can be finite
also. However, their analysis uses a partial equilibrium model where the interest rate is constant. In
addition, their model is an exogenous growth model. Chou and Shy (1993) investigate how a long
duration of patents affects investment in R&D activities by using an overlapping generations model.
3Li (2001) examines the patent policy focusing only on patent breadth in an extension of Grossman
and Helpman (1991).
6

is speci fled as a CES

goods

production

function-

4

D= J0
o X(i)adi]
",

(2.2)

where N is the number of intermediate goods, X (i) is the quantity of the intermediate
input i E [0,N], and 1/(1- a)(> 1) represents the elasticity of substitution among the
intermediate inputs.
We assume that perfect competition prevails in the final goods market. Let the
final good be the numeraire. The first-order conditions for the profit maximization of
the final good sector are given by the following:
(1 - a)AL-"D' = w,
aALl-aX (i)a-1 = P(i),

(2.3)
(2.4)

where w denotes the real wage rate and P(i) denotes the price of intermediate good i.
Every intermediate good is produced by using one unit of final goods. Then the
profit of the firm producing intermediate good i is
7r(i) = [P(i) - 1]X(i)
There are patented
intermediate
goods and nonpatented
In the patented
intermediate
good sectors firms behave
price

charged

by the

firms

goods at each
monopolistically

point
and

in time.
then the

is

PM=1,
a

where PM
of patented

is the price
intermediate

of patented
intermediate
good.
good, X M and ir, respectively

The output
become

level and

XM= (a2AL1-a)1-"
= 1 - a (a2AL1-a)
a

On the other
sectors

and

hand,
the price

perfect
PC

competition
is equal

prevails

to the

(2.5)
(2.6)

in the nonpatented

marginal

the profit

intermediate

goods

cost.

PC =1.
The

output

level of nonpatented

intermediate

good

XC is given

XC = (aAL1-a)1
la ,
4Ethier (1982) first used the CES function as a production function .
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by

(2.7)

-

2.2.2

Households

We consider

an economy

inelastically.

The

populated

household

seeks

by

L households,

to maximize

the

who

lifetime

supply

one

unit

max
U=f e-Pt
log
ctdt,

{ct}t0
where

ct is consumption

The households
right of the firms

(2.8)

o

per household

and p is the discount

of labor

utility

rate.

can save by investing in R&D activities
and thus having the property
producing
the patented
intermediate
goods.
R&D sector can invent

one unit of intermediate
good by using 77 unit of the final good.
The household
that
has the property
right of one firm can get the profit jr during the patent
length, T. Let
et and at denote the investment
in the R&D activity
and the number
of shares of firms
producing
the patented
goods
of the household
is given by

respectively.

Then

the

intertemporal

et = Trat-I-wt - ct,
et -> 0.

budget

constraint

(2.9)
(2.10)

The number of shares of firms producing the patented goods at time t increases by the
investment at time t, and decreases by the number of expiring patents that are invented
at time t - T and thus we get
at = et - et-T
77
77

(2.11)

The optimality condition for et is that the marginal cost of R&D investment is equal
to the marginal benefit of R&D investment. The marginal cost of R&D investment is
the marginal loss of utility due to the reduction of current consumption, e-Pt(1/ct).
The marginal benefit of R&D investment is the discounted sum of the marginal utility
due to the profit flow protected by the patent. Therefore the optimality condition
becomes 5
e- Pt 1 = ft+T e-PT 1 'rdT.

Ct Jt

CT
77

(2.12)

Differentiation of this equation with respect to time, t yields the followingdifferentialdifference

equation

in ct:

ct Cl- e-pT
ct -p.
Ct

77

et+T

'See Judd(1985) .
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(2.13)

0

2.2.3

The

Dynamics

of Variety

of The

Intermediate

Goods

In this subsection,we describethe dynamicsof the numberof goodsNt. Let Nt , NM
be the number

of nonpatented

and patented

goods

respectively.

The output

Yt becomes

Yt= AL1-a
LJXt(i)adil
Nt

1

= AL1-a[Nt (XC)a+ NM(XM)a].

(2.14)

Let Qt be GDP.6 Then we obtain
Nt

Qt= Yt- J Xt(i)di
= AL'_a [Nt (XC)a+ NtM(X
M)a]- (Nt XC + NMXM).

(2.15)
LettingCt(= ctL)the aggregateconsumption,
the equilibrium
conditionfor the final
goodsmarketis
AL" [Nt (XC)a+ NM(XM)a]- (Nt XC + NMXM)= Ct +,qNt.
(2.16)
The numberof competitiveintermediategoodssectorsat time t, Nt is the number
of all intermediategoodssectorsat time t - T, that is, Nt = Nt_T. Thereforethe
numberof monopolistic
sectorsat timet, NM,is givenby
NM=Nt-Nt =Nt-Nt-T.
(2.17)
From(2.16)and (2.17),the dynamicsofthe numberof intermediategoodsNt is characterizedby the following
differential-difference
equation:
7lNt= gMNt+ (qc - gM)Nt-T- Ct,

(2.18)

where
qc = AL'-a (X M)a - X M = (1 - a)a as
T A l IaL,

(2.19)

qM = ALl-a(XC)a - XC = (1 - a)(1 + a)a - Ai'& L.

(2.20)

qyf represents the added value generated by production of a good that one monopolistic
firm supplies and qC represents the added value generated by production of a good that
one competitive firm supplies. Because the value of X that maximizes the added value
that one sector yields, q(X) = AL'-'X' - X is XC, qC and qM satisfy the inequality
qc > qM. The dynamics of this economy is characterized by equations (3.10) and
(2.18). The complete analysis of the dynamics is beyond this paper and we limit the
attention
to the characteristic
of the balanced
growth path.
6Note that GDP is given by the sum of the added value of the final goods sector and that of the
intermediate goods sector.
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0

2.2.4

Balanced

Growth

Path

Consumption Ct, the number of intermediate goods Nt and output Yt grow at the same
rate g along the balanced growth path. From equation (13), the growth rate, g satisfies

g+p=- [1- e-(s+P)TI
.

(2.21)

This equation defines the function that determines the growth rate corresponding to
the patent length. Let's denote this function g(T). This function g(T) is an increasing
function with respect to T. That is, extending the patent length raises the growth rate
of the economy. g(T) takes its maximum value, ~r/7/- p when the patent length is
infinite.
Let us denote the proportion of the competitive intermediate sectors by µ. Along
the balanced growth path, p becomes
NC
p(T) = Nt = Nt-T = e-g(T)T.
t
Nt

(2.22)

Rom (2.18) and (2.22), on the balanced growth path the followingequations must be

satisfied,
Nt
'~N
t = qM+ (gc - 4nt)Nt
NN- Nt
Ct
71g(T)= gnv1
+ (qc - gM)u(T)- X,

(2.23)

whereX = C/N. Supposethat the economy
is on the balancedgrowthpath, then the
consumption
path is givenby
ctL = Co(T)eg(T)t.

(2.24)

Rom equation(2.23),the consumption
at time 0 becomes
Co(T)= No[qM+ (qc - gM)µ(T)- ?Ig(T)]
.

(2.25)

Weget the representativeconsumer'slifetime utility,U(T) as the following
function
ofT

U(T)
_ f~e-Pt
log
ctdt
= - [plogCo(T)+g(T)]- 1logL
As is stated
length.

One

in the introduction,
is the

growth

there

enhancing

are two welfare
effect:

10

extending

effects
the

(2.26)

of extending
patent

length

the patent
enhances

economicgrowth by raising the rate of return of R&D. The other is the static inefficiency
effect: extending the patent length reduces the amount of output by increasing the
proportion of monopolistic sector, and thus the amount of consumption (see equation
(2.25)).
2.3

Patent

Length

In this section, by deriving the representative household's lifetime utility with respect
to the patent length, we examine how the patent length affects the social welfare and
show that the patent length that maximizes the social welfare is finite. We can get the
following proposition.
Proposition
1. The patent length that maximizes the social welfare is finite. Moreover, if the following inequality

(1- a)a1aa
Al
la L- prt >-log1Pr1
1+a 1
[1- (1+a)a1-a
] (1- a)a1-a
A11-a
L
(1- a)a1-a A 11=aL
is satisfied, the patent length that maximizes the social welfare obtains the positive
growth rate. 7
Proof. See Appendix 1.

0

First, the intuition of the first half of this proposition can be understood as follows:
There are two opposite effects of reducing the patent length. Reducing the patent length
decreases the monopolistic profit and the growth rate, but increases the proportion of
the competitive sectors. When the patent length is sufficiently long, an increase of the
welfare level due to the rising of the competitive sectors dominates a decrease of the
welfare level due to the falling of the growth rate.
Second, we state about the latter half of proposition 1. The left hand side of
inequality (A) is an increasing function of A and L and the right hand side of inequality
(A) is a decreasing function of A and L. We can draw the graph of the left hand side
and that of the right hand side of inequality (A) as functions of A11&L (see Figure
1). When pry is constant, the values of A11aL more than Il satisfy the inequality (A)
as depicted in Figure 1. Moreover lowering pry moves both the LHS curve and the
RHS curves to the left as illustrated by the dotted curves in Figure 1. Thus the lower
pryis, the lower f is. These results are understood as follows: the patent length that
maximizes the social welfare obtains the sustainable growth in the economy with higher
productivity, larger labor resource, lower cost of R&D, q, and lower discount rates, p.
7Becauseqc > qm> Tr> p?7
, the left andrighthandsidesare alwayspositiverespectively.
11

2.4

Patent

Length

and

Patent

Breadth

In the literature on optimal patent design, not only patent length but also patent
breadth is important. The patent breadth generally means the scope of protection
offered by a patent over its lifetime. Many researchers have examined optimal patent
length and breadth by using partial equilibrium analyses.
In order to examine the optimal mix between patent length and patent breadth
in the present model, we consider the following patent policy: all patented goods are
subject to compulsory licensing and the owners of the patents get the royalty fee that
firms producing the patented goods pay over the lifetime of the patents.8 9 In this
extension, we can interpret that increasing the royalty rate is equivalent to increasing
the patent breadth. 10

Let 3(< 1/a - 1) denote the royalty rate, which specifies the licensing fee per unit
of output. The marginal cost of the firms producing the patented goods is 1 plus the
royalty rate. Thus the price charged by firms producing the patented goods is given by
PM = 1 + /3.

(2.27)

Using the intermediate goods demand (2.4), the output level and the profit flow of
patented intermediate good, XM(/3) and Tr(O),are respectively given by

XM(a)
_(1+0a2AL1-a/-«
_(Q)
=R(1+~aAL1-«1
1

(2.28)

11«

We limit

the

attention

to the

balanced

growth

path

with

a non-negative

(2.29)
growth

rate ,

and thus we assume that /3 E [j3,1/a - 1], where /3 satisfies that fr(/3)/i = p.11
From (2.28), we get the added value generated by production of a good that one
patented good sector supplies.
4M(@)= AL1-a[XM(Q)]a - XM(/3) = '+O-QTal««A,_'-«L.
(2.30)
(1+3)
By examining the representative consumer's lifetime utility with respect to the
patent length for different values of /3, we can get the followingproposition.
8Theanalysisof this section is suggestedby a refereeof thisjournal.
9Tandon(1982)examinesthe use of compulsorylicensingin the partialequilibrium
model.
loGilbertand Shapiro(1990)alsoidentifythe patentbreadthwith the flowrate of profitavailable
to the patenteeoverthe lifetimeof patent and examinethe optimalmix betweenpatentlengthand
patent
breadth.
110denotes
the lowestroyaltyratethat bringsnon-negative
growthwhenthe patentlengthis infinity.
In other words,the royaltyrate lowerthan 3 cannotobtainnon-negativegrowthevenif the patent
lengthis infinite.
12

Proposition 2. For all values of patent breadth ,Q E [,3,1/a - 1], the patent length
that maximizes the social welfare is finite. Moreover, if the following inequality
(B)

(1 -a)a1a ~A11"L-P?1

> -log

P7J

1-

~(1-a)(1+0)
1+a] a1
-A11-L

1

1+~)
l al-«A1=«L

(
z=a
is satisfied, the patent length that maximizes the social welfare obtains the positive
growth rate.
Proof. See Appendix 2.

0

The studies of optimal patent policy in partial equilibrium models have suggested
that optimal patent policy involves infinite patent length if the patent breadth is increasing costly in terms of deadweight loss (see Gilbert and Shapiro (1990)). On the
contrary
to the results
of these researches,
we can show
maximizes
the social welfare is finite even in the situation
be controlled.
12
Next, we examine

how the patent
By deriving

the

breadth

length

is constant.

respect
welfare,

to the patent
length
and examining
we can get the following
proposition.

affects

representative
how the

that
that

the patent
the patent

the social

welfare

household's
patent

when

lifetime

breadth

affects

length
breadth

that
can

the patent
utility

with

the

social

Proposition 3. For all values of patent length T E [T, oo], the patent breadth that
maximizes the social welfare level is less than the maximum patent breadth.
Proof. See Appendix 3.

0

Propositions 2 and 3 state that the finite patent length with a less-than-maximum
patent breadth maximizes the social welfare level. This result is different from the
results of the existing studies based on the partial equilibrium model (see Gilbert and
Shapiro (1990) and Tandon (1982)).
2.5

Conclusion

The famous study of optimal patent length in the general equilibrium model, Judd(1985)
has concluded that the patent length that maximizes the social welfare is infinite.
In this paper, by developing the model with deadweight loss due to monopoly
protected by the patent policy, we have shown that the patent length that maximizes
the social welfare can be finite.
12Klemperer
(1990)showsthat finitely
-livedpatentscan be optimalin a static modelof spatial
productdifferentiation.
13

In addition to the analysis of patent length, we investigate how the patent policy
including patent breadth affects the social welfare. Gilbert and Shapiro (1990) examine
the patent policy based on a partial equilibrium model and suggest that the optimal
patent policy involves an infinite patent length. On the contrary to the results, we have
shown also that the finite patent length maximizes the social welfare. Our results may
rationalize why finite patent length policies are taken in an actual world.
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2.6

Appendix

1

Weprovethat the patent lengththat maximizesthe welfarelevelof the representative
household,T* is finite.
Becauseg(T) is one to one functionfrom T to g, we can definethe inversefunction
of g(T). By defininga new variableas r = g + p for simplicityand we denote this
inversefunctionas T = T(r). By derivingthe valueof r that maximizesthe welfareof
the representativeconsumerV(r), we showthat the patent length that maximizesthe
socialwelfare,T* is finite.
By taking the logarithmof the both side of (2.21)and using r = g + p, we obtain
T(r) = 1 log _
r

(2.31)

-77r

Substituting this into (2.22) results in

lc(r)
_ (1- 77r)
rate,

We limit the attention
and thus the domain

to the balanced
of r is given by

growth

(2.32)
path

with

a non-negative

p<r<-.

growth

(2.33)

From (2.31), the domain of T that can sustain a non-negative growth rate is given by
[T, oo], where T = 1/p log [~r/(;r - rip)]. We can denote the utility of the representative
household as a function of r; that is, V(r) is

V(r)=p2{plog
No
[qm
+(qc
- qM)l-t(r)
- r7(r
- P)]
+r}- P(log
L+1).(2.34)
In order to examine the properties of the function V (r), it is enough to examine
v(r) = p log [qnr+ (qC - gM)µ(r) - r7(r - p)] + r,

(2.35)

Because v(r) depends on p(r), we have to examine µ(r) first.

Properties of i(r)
Values of lc(r) at the boundaries of the domain of r are

'U(P)
=(*)°=1,
-77P

7r

l~(~)= 0'
15

nv

_

=.0

(2.36)
(2.37)

e

From
1-r <1,log(1- !H < 0.

Therefore,

we obtain

EJ(r)
=L2log
(1- mar)
- rrp1~~r]
µ(r)
<0.

(2.38)

Thus, p(r) is a decreasing function of r.
Values of µ'(r) at the boundaries of the domain of r are

µ'(P)
=1log(1- gyp)
<0,
(2.39)
7r)
N~(77= r m log
(1- r)µ(r)- r_r P (1- -2r) r _ -oo. (2.40)
77

n

Note that the first term of (2.40) always takes a negative value and the second term of
(2.40) becomes negative infinite when r is approaching to fr/r7.
Properties of v(r)
Values of v(r) at the boundaries of the domain of r are
v(p) = p(log qC + 1) > 0,

v(-)=plog(gM-Tr+i7p)+
>0.
77

(2.41)

(2.42)

v'(r) becomesas follows:
v'(r) = p
(qC- gM)µ'(r)- 77 _ + 1.
(2.43)
qM+ (qC- gitt)µ(r)- r7(r- p)
By showingthat V(p) > 0 and v'(~r/r7)< 0, weshowthat there existsr* suchthat
v'(r) = 0 in the domainof r. First, the valueof v'(p)is givenby
v'(P)= (qC- qM)log(1- -p) - pr7+ 1.

(2.44)

If thefollowing
inequalityis satisfied,v'(p)> 0 andthereforer = p is not optimal,that
is, the patent

length

that

generates

no growth

is not optimal.

qC>prl-(qC-gnat)log(1-7rP)•

(2.45)

Substituting (3.13) and (2.20) into this inequality, we get the followinginequality.

>-log1P77
[ (1-a)al~«A11«L-pi7
1- (1+a)a11=ce]
(1- a)a12aA1-aL (1- a)a1-«A1-«L
16

Second, the value of V(r) at the opposite boundary is
v(

(qc - qM)
'(r) _
P7l
~) = PqM
- lr+ r/p rm,, µ.46)
qM-Tr+71P

+ 1 = -00.

(2

From (2.44) and (2.46), the graph of v'(r) intersects with the horizontal axis at least
once as depicted in Figure 2. Therefore v(r) possesses the unique maximum value in the
domain of r and there uniquely exists a value, r* that maximizes V(r). Consequently
we have shown that the finite patent length T* corresponding to r* maximizes the
lifetime utility of the representative household.
2.7

Appendix

2

Similarly to Appendix 1, we construct the social welfare function with respect to r
for different values of 0 and prove that the patent length that maximizes the welfare
level of the representative household, T* is finite for any values of the royalty rate,
3E [0,1/a-1].
We limit the attention to the balanced growth path with a non-negative growth
rate, and thus the domain of r is given by
p<r<TV)

(2.47)

77

From (2.31),the domain of T that can sustain a non-negativegrowth rate is givenby
1 log 10)

< T < oo.

(2.48)

We get the lifetimeutility of the representativehouseholdas a functionof r and /3
as follows:

V(r;Q)_ r [plogNo+v(r;Q)]
- P(logL+1),
v(r;,Q) = P log {qM(,3)+ [qc - qM(/3)]µ(r;/3) - r7(r - p)} + r,

(2.49)
(2.50)

where
r-P

µ(r;
Q)
=Cl- _ )r1
17

(2.51)

We can easily show that µ(p; /3) = 1 and u(ir(0)/r7;/3) = 0. With respect to the first
derivative of p(r; /3), we can obtain

//(P; log
(1- k~a)
P)<0,
P(
'7
?;~)= r1i log
(1 ~r(/3)
r)µ(r,
Q)- rrP
P

77

(2.52)
'7
r~T

_

e

17

-00 .

(2.53)

Next, the values of v(r; /3) at boundaries of the domain of r are given by
v(p; /3) = p (logqC + 1) > 0,

(2.54)

v(-(-0); a) = Plog [qM(/3)- t(0) +77p]+'r()3) > 0.
77

(2.55)

77

By showing that v'(p;0) > 0 and v'(Tr(0)/77;/3) < 0, we show that there exists r* such
that v'(r; /3) = 0 in the domain of r. First, the value of v'(p; /3) is given by
V,(P;,3) =

[qc- gm(I)]
log(1-

77

P)- P77

qc
+ i.
(2.56)
If the followinginequality is satisfied, v'(p; /3) > 0 and therefore r = p is not optimal,
that is, the patent length that generates 0-growth is not optimal.

qC
>P71
- [qc
- qM(Q)]
log
(i_7r()3)
P)

(2.57)

Substituting (2.29) and (2.30) into this inequality, we get the followinginequality.
(B)

(1-a)a

&A11«L-pr7

>-log

1-

L(1
- a)- (1+a)
11+J ala«A11«L

P?11

~

(1+ a'=«A1=«L

Second, the value of v'(r; /3) at the opposite boundary is
V(

r(,3);,,)
77
Pqm(,3)
- ~()3)
+r7Pr1ip f~(T;/3) qm(o)
- *(/3)
+77P
+1
-00 .

(2.58)

From (2.56) and (2.58), v(r; /3) has the unique maximum value in the domain of r
for any values of /3. Therefore we have shown that the finite patent length T*(/3)
corresponding to r*(/3) maximizes the lifetime utility of the representative household.
18

2.8

Appendix

3

Weprovethat the patentbreadththat maximizes
thewelfarelevelofthe representative
household,/3*is lessthan the maximumpatentbreadthfor any durationof patent,
T E [T,oo].
From(2.29),(2.21),and r = g + p, /3and r satisfythe following
equality:
~(/3)_ 1 - e-rT

(2.59)

The functions _ Tr(/3)
and _ ~1_e T are oneto onefunctionsrespectively,
and
thuswecandefinethe functionfrom/3to r asr(/3). Therefore,wecanderivethe social
welfarefunctionof 3.
Becausewe limit the attentionto non-negative
growthpaths, r(/3)satisfiesthat
r(/3) > p. Thus, from(2.59),the domainof /3is givenby [2T,1/a - 1], whereaT
satisfiesthat -k(/3T)= 7I1_e pfi.
We get the lifetime utility of the representative household with respect to /3 as
follows:

V(/3)= P (plogNo+v(//))- 1-P(logL+1),
(2.60)
v(j)= plog[qm(/3)
+ (qC- 4Nt(3))e-(r(,I)-P)T
- 71(r(,3)
- p)]+ r(/3). (2.61).
V(fl)becomes
asfollows:

dg
(o) [1- e-(r(P)-P)T]
+(qc- gM(a))
Td(O)e-(r(,3)-P)T]
V(~) = P

- ~da
qM(/3)
+ (qC- q (,3))e-(r(,a)-P)T
-,q(r(/3)- p J)
+dr() •
(2.62)

Byshowing
that ro'(11aa)
< 0, weshowthat the patentbreadththat maximizes
the
socialwelfare
is lessthanthe maximum
patentbreadth,(1- a)/a.
Differentiating
(2.59)withrespectto /3andr, weget
dr(/3)_ -Tr'(/3)(1- e-rT)2
d/3
77 1- e-rT(1+ rT)

(2.63)

Rom(2.29),weget

d 3 =C1
\
lla
- 1aa/3)
(1+/3aAL1-a/
>_
0, forV,3
E[/3T,
1- a].(2.64)
/

a
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a

1

a

From this, we get t(d)3 ) = 0. Therefore, the value of iY(1=a )

a

dQ

)=p qM + (qC - qM)e-(r(

Using the facts that qC > qM >

)-p)T - R(r(1aa)
_ - p)

(2.65)

and r(11aa) < it/77,

qM + (qC - qM)e-(r('aa)-p)T - 71(r(1- a) - p) > qM a

by

dgM(i~a)
Il- e-(r(laa)-p)T
J

_, 1-a

v(

is given

+ pry > 0.

(2.66)

Therefore, we have shown that the denominator of the left hand side of (2.65) is positive.
From (2.30), we get
dq (,3)

= -,Q(1 +0)-11a-1(1 - a)-1aIaaAllaL

< 0.

(2.67)

From (2.66) and (2.67), we show that v1(1
aa) < 0. Therefore we show that the maximum patent breadth, ,3 = 1/a - 1 does not maximize the social welfare.

20

LHS, RHS of the inequality (A)
1

1-(1+a)a
_

\

i

0

SZ'

1
i
I

1.

(1-a)a

LHS
A 1=«

PT'
PT!

Figure

RHS

«

(1-a)aT
The parameters that satisfy the inequality (A)
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0

v'(r)
v'(P)

P

Figure

77

2.

r

The property of v'(r)
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Chapter

3

Patent

Enforcement,

Accumulation,

Capital

and

Economic

Growth

3.1
For the

Introduction
last

two

amended
patent
of strengthening

decades,

the

United

States,

Japan,

laws so that patent
protection
patent protection
is to stimulate

and

other

is strengthened.
innovation
and

growth.
Because
innovation
improves
productivities
and thus
of output,
strengthening
patent
protection
is growth-enhancing
However,

what

induces

the

growth

and human capital
accumulation
important
for economic
growth;

of output

is not

only

many

countries

have

One of the purposes
to enhance
economic
raises the growth
rate
policy in this sense.

innovation

but

also physical

and growth of labor.
Of course, all these factors
are
however,
we concentrate
especially
on capital
accu-

mulation,
because
innovation
is an intentional
accumulation
of physical
capital unintentionally

activity
that advances
advance productivity

productivity
and
through
learning

by doing. This latter point was pointed out by a seminal paper of Romer(1986). Therefore, to examine whether strengthening patent protection enhances economic growth,
we must examine how strengthening patent protection affects the capital accumulation
as well as innovation. This is the main purpose of the present paper.
A number of papers have examined how strengthening patent protection affects economic growth in endogenous growth models.' Introducing patent length into a varietyexpansion growth model of Grossman and Helpman(1990), Michel and Nyssen(1998)
1Judd(1985)
and Chouand Shy(1991)alsoexaminehowpatentlengthaffectsmarketequilibrium
paths. However,
theirmodelsareexogenous
growthmodelsandthustheycannotexaminehowstrengtheningpatentprotectionaffectseconomic
growth.
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examine how extending patent length affects economic growth and welfare level. Goh
and Olivier(2002) develop a variety-expansion growth model with a downstream and an
upstream sector and introduce patent breadth as a policy instrument into their model.
They examine how tightening patent protection in the downstream and upstream sectors affects economic growth and welfare. Furthermore, Iwaisako and Futagami(2003)
introduce

not

only

patent

length

but

also

patent

breadth

'into

a variety-expansion

growth model based on Romer(1990) and examine how patent length and breadth
affect economic growth and welfare. Kwan and Lai(2003) incorporate an exogenous
imitation rate into a variety-expansion growth model and investigate how strengthening patent protection, that is, a decrease in the imitation rate affects economic growth
and welfare. On the other hand, some papers have examined how strengthening patent
protection affects economic growth in a vertical innovation growth model(Futagami et
al., 1999 and O'Donoghue and Zweimuller, 2004). However, the models of these papers do not include capital accumulation, and innovation is the unique driving force
of economic growth in the models. Therefore all of these papers except Michel and
Nyssen(1998) and Goh and Olivier(2002) conclude that strengthening the patent protection necessarily enhances economic growth.2
In this paper, we construct an endogenous growth model that includes not only
innovation but also capital accumulation as driving force of economic growth. That
is, we integrate a variety expansion model of Grossman and Helpman (1991) with
learning-by-doing model of Romer (1986). In such a general model including capital
accumulation, we investigate how tightening patent protection affects innovative activities and economic growth. In this setting, we show that stronger patent protection
accelerates innovation but discourages capital accumulation. The reason for this result
is as follows: strengthening the patent protection increases the profit flow of the patent
holders but reduces the distribution to the product inputs such as labor and capital.
In particular, a decrease in the rent of capital reduces the market value of capital and
discourages production of capital, that is, capital accumulation. Due to the negative
effect on capital accumulation, strengthening patent protection may reduce the growth
rate of output. This result is in contrast to the results of the early studies that do
not include capital accumulation.3 Moreover, we investigate how strengthening patent
2Michel and Nyssen(1998) and Goh and Olivier(2002) show that tightening

patent protection may
impede innovation in different ways. Michel and Nyssen(1998) assume that extending the patent length
impedes knowledge spillovers that contribute to economic growth and show that when the diffusion of
knowledge is low, a finite patent length maximizes the growth rate of output. Goh and Olivier(2002)
show that tightening patent protection in the downstream sector discourages innovation in the upstream
sector in their model.
3Using cross-country data
, Gould and Gruben(1996) examine the relationship between level of patent
protection and growth rate of output. Their cross-country data does not show a positive correlation
between patent protection and growth rate of output clearly without controlling for other determinates
of growth. The relation is rather not monotone. The result of the present paper may explain this
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protection
affects social welfare.
We show that the welfare-maximizing
degree of the
patent protection
is lower than the growth-maximizing
degree of the patent
protection.
This result suggests
that the patent
authority
must be cautious
about
strengthening
patent
protection.
Too strong protection
can hurt the social welfare.
The paper
is organized
as follows.
Section
2 sets up the model
and Section
3
solves the balanced
growth path and examines
how tightening
patent protection
affects
the

growth

protection

3.2

rates
affects

The

of innovation,

capital,

and

social

Section

5 concludes

welfare.

output.

Section
the

4 examines

how

patent

paper.

Model

Introducing capital accumulation into an R&D-based growth model with an expansion
of product variety (Grossman and Helpman, 1991), we develop the model where both
R&D activities and capital accumulation are the engines of economic growth.
3.2.1

Households

Each economy has a measure one of households. The representative household maximizes his or her lifetime utility over an infinite horizon. The lifetime utility is given
by:

f oo
e-pt
log
Dtdt,
0

(3.1)

where Dt denotes a composite of final goods and p denotes the subjective discount
rate. The composite of goods Dt is specified as Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) type utility
function:

Dt=Lf Nc
xt(i)adil
J0a, 0<a<1,

(3.2)

where Nt is the number of final goods available, x(i) is the quantity of the good
i E [0,Nt], and 1/(1 - a)(> 1) represents the elasticity of substitution among the
intermediate inputs. The representative households maximize (3.1) subject to the following

lifetime

budget

constraint:

f e-for„dvErdr
=f oo
e-fo
rvdvw,dr
+WO,
0

where
and

ET denotes
the

initial

the

asset

(3.3)

0

instantaneous
holding.

expenditure

As is well-known,

observed relationship.
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and
the

wT and
solution

W0 are
of the

the
above

wage

rate

dynamic

maximization
the Euler

problem

is characterized

by the

following demand function of x(i)

and

equation:

xt(i) = Et(PD) 1-"pt(i)

(3.4)

and

Et
Et

=rt-A

(3.5)

where

a ~-a
1-«

pt(i)
[fNt

PtD

Following
neous

Grossman

expenditure

normalization

3.2.2

and

implies

that

(3.6)

(1991), we normalize prices so that the instantat. Because Et satisfies (3.5) for all t, this

Helpman

Et is equal

1-« di

to 1 for all

rt = p fo r all t.

Final goods producing

firms

Each final good is produced by using labor and capital, and the production function of
good i is given by:
xt(i) = A[ft(i)]"[kt(i)]1-7,

(3.7)

where xt(i) is output of good i and Pt(i) and kt(i) denote the amounts of labor and
capital

devoted

to production

of good

i. We can split

the firm's

maximization

into two steps.
In the first step, solving the firm's cost minimization,
labor and capital demands
and the unit cost function
as follows:

problem

we obtain

Q
I C1
)
t(i) A
, /1-y
()'Xti
t (),
kt(i)
= A(1;Y)()xt(i),
(Wt

the

-y

Y

wt

t

Y

c(wt, qt) =

7

qt

1

Ay-ry (1 - ry)ry-1wt7gt1-ry,

(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)

where c(w, q) denotes the unit cost function and q and w denote the rental rate of
capital

and the

wage

rate

respectively.

Before the second step, we must consider patent
many potential
imitators
and that patented
products
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policy. We assume
that
can be imitated
without

there are
any costs

by the imitating firms. The patent authority conducts the followingpatent enforcement
policy. If imitation occurred, then the patent authority would punish the firms that
imitate patented products with a fine to protect the patent holders from imitation.
That is, if a firm produced the patented good without patent, this illegal production
would be exposed and fined as long as the imitator produces the patented product.
The expected value of the fine corresponds to this legal marginal cost. Therefore it
costs imitating firms a constant legal cost in addition to the technical marginal cost
to produce one unit of patented goods without the patent.4 On this assumption, the
patentee will charge the price equal to the marginal cost of the imitators that includes
the fine so that they cannot enter the market of the goods. Therefore a higher legal
cost for imitation, that is, stronger patent protection allows the patentee to charge a
higher price and make higher profit flow. Moreover, in order to make the analysis as
simple as possible, we assume that the patent protection lasts forever, and that the
controllable instrument of patent policies is only the fine.
Let b = ,13c(w,
q) denote the legal cost per unit of output for producing the patented
goods illegally. The higher /3 imlies the stronger patent protection. The total marginal
cost of the firms producing the patented goods without the patent becomes (1 +
,6)c(w,q). The patentee charges the price so that the imitators cannot make positive

profit and thus the price of the good must be:
pt(i) = (1 +,3)c(wt,gt).

(3.11)

FromEqs.(3.4),(3.11),and E = 1, the output levelof each good is givenby:
xt = [(1+ l3)c(wt,qt)] ' 1« (PD)1
~« .

(3.12)

The profit flowof patented good is givenby:
7rt= /3c(wt,gt)xt = Q[(1+ i)c(wt, qt)] ' 1« (PD)1a«.

(3.13)

Substituting (3.11)into (3.6),we obtain:
PD = (1 +)3)c(wt,gt)Nt

(3.14)

4Goh and Olivier (2002) interpret this legal marginal cost for producing the patented goods as
patent breadth and assume that the patent authority can control this legal cost indirectly. In the
literature, Gilbert and Shapiro(1990) identify the patent breadth with the flow rate of profit available
to the patentee and assume that the patent authority can control this profit flow. On the other hand,
Tandon (1982) assumes that all patented goods are subject to compulsory licensing and that the owners
of the patents get the royalty fee that firms producing the patented goods pay over the lifetime of the
patents. In this model, a higher royalty fee implies a higher cost for imitation and a higher profit flow
of the patentee. O'Donoghue(1998) and Takalo(2001) discuss how the earlier studies have used patent
breadth in the literature of patent policy in detail.
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F
t

Substituting this into (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain the followingquantity of each good
and the profit flow:
1
Xt

(3.15)

=

(1 + /Q)c(wt,gt)Nt
(1 13
+13)Nt

't
3.2.3

R&D

firms

We let vt denote
present

(3.16)

the value of the patent

at time t, which is equal to the discounted

value of the profit flow subsequent

to t. Therefore

we obtain:

Vt
=f e-ftr„dv~Tdy
Differentiation

of this

equation

with

respect

to time

t yields

(3.17)

th e following

no-arbitrage

condition:

vt = rtvt - lrt.

(3.18)

If a firm engaging in R&D uses £N units of labor during the time interval dt, the
firm can produce dN = N(IN/aN)dt new products. Because the free entry condition
requires that the revenue of R&D is equal to the cost of R&D, then we obtain:

Vt=Nwt.
3.2.4

Capital

goods producing

(3.19)

firms

We let VK,t denote the value of one unit of capital stock at time t, which is equal to the
present discounted value of the stream of rent of capital subsequent to t. Therefore we
obtain:
VK,t
Differentiation
dition

with

of this
respect

equation

with

e-ft r"dvq dT,.
respect

to t yields

(3.20)
the

following

no-arbitrage

con-

to capital:
vK ,t = rtVK,t
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-

9t.

(3.21)

Producing capital goods requires labor input and capital input. The production
function of capital goods is given by:
Kt = ax-1(KttK,t)8(kx,t)1-b,

(3.22)

where tK,t and kK,t denote the amounts of labor and capital devoted to production of
capital goods and Kt represents effectivenessof labor in production of capital goods.
We assume that this effectiveness is accumulated through the production of capital
goods, and thus Kt = Kt.5 We assume that perfect competition prevails in the capital
goods market. We can split the capital goods producing firm's maximization problem
into two steps. In the first step, solving the firm's cost minimization, we obtain the
labor and capital demands and the unit cost function as follows:

S 1-8
(Lt
Kt
2x
't = ax(1-6
t 1-5
Ktb'
kK
,t = ax(j.)5
1S(wt)5
qt K
Kt,
t5

cx(wt, qt) = aKS-b (1 - S)S-1wtbgtl-5Kt-S,

(3.23)

(3.24)
(3.25)

where cx(w, q) denotes the unit cost function of capital goods production. Because the
free entry condition requires that the revenue of capital goods production is equal to
its cost, then we obtain:
VK,t= cx(wt, qt).
3.2.5

Market

(3.26)

equilibrium

The households supply L units of labor flow inelastically
condition of the labor market is given by:

at each time. The equilibrium

pNt

J 2t(i)di
+2x,t
+PN,t
=L.
0

Using (3.8) and (3.15), we obtain the labor demand of one final good producing firm:
Qt= (1 + y
)(3)wtNt
Substituting this, the R&D technology, and (3.23) into the labor market clearing condition,

we obtain:
7

(1 +,8)wt

5See Romer (1986).

b

+ ax

1 5

qt

1-a)- )1-a
Kta
+aN
Nt=L.
wt
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(3.27)

a

On the

other

hand,

the equilibrium

condition

of the

capital

market

becomes:

pNt
0

Substituting (3.15) into (3.9), we obtain the capital demand of one final good producing
firm:
kt _ (1 try
+ a)9tNt
Substituting this and (3.24) into the market equilibrium condition of the capital goods,
we obtain:
1
16
w aK
Kt_ (1
+/)qt+aK(
6 a (qt)
Ktb.
3.3

Equilibrium

(3.28)

Path

In this section, we derive the equilibrium path of the economy.
The wage rate and the rent of capital are determined by (3.19) and (3.26). From
(3.19), (3.25), and (3.26), we obtain:
wt = vtNt ,

(3.29)

aN

s

v

K

qt=Kt-1611=3
(1- S) aKt

1
11-6

vaNt

_ a
11-6

(3.30)

Substituting (3.19) and (3.30) into (3.27) and (3.28), we obtain the growth rate of Nt
and

Kt as follows:

1Nt
L (1- 6)
•y
-+5/3)vtNt
- aN-1
(6aNV
K,tKt
Nt=aN
(1
aKVtNt
/ 116 (3.31)
Kt=aK_1
(1-'Y)
Kt C6aNVK,tKt
aKVtNt
)1a- (1-6)(1
+)3)vK,tKt(3.32)
On the other hand, substituting the profit flow, (3.16) into the non-arbitrage condition,
(3.18) yields:
Vt = p Vt
(1 + O)vtNt
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(3.33)

aa

Substituting the rent of capital, (3.30) into the non-arbitrage condition, (3.21) yields:

Kt=p-aK-1(1-b)b
(aVK,t
t~1b.
Consequently,

the

equilibrium

paths

of the economy

(3.34

are characterized

by the

market

equilibrium conditions of labor and capital, (3.31) and (3.32), and the non-arbitrage
conditions, (3.33) and (3.34). Here, we define that yt =_ 1/(vtNt), zt
1/(vK ,tKt). C
ombining (3.31), (3.32), (3.33), and (3.34), the equilibrium paths are characterized
by the followingdifferential equations with respect to yt and zt:
\

yt

yt+aN-1
(~t)th
aKZt-(an,
+pl,
zt

zt

_

1 -

'Y

1

(1 - J)(1 +)3) zt - aK

1

aNyt

(3.35)

'-b

b 1_a aKZt

- p.

(3.36)

The balanced growth paths of this economy are determined so that y = z = 0. Letting
y* and z* denote the values of yt and zt on the BGP, these values satisfy the following
equations:

+o)y*
+aN-1
(baKZ*
'1a=(Kr+pl.
1-y

*

1

1

aNy*

gas

(1-6)(1+0)
Z-aKb~=b
(aKZ*)
=p.

(3.37)
(3.38)

Using (3.35) and (3.36), we obtain the phase diagram of the present model as depicted
in Fig. 1. We find that the unique steady state (y*, z*) is unstable . Because both
yt and zt are jumpable variables, yt and zt jump to this steady state values when the
patent policy changes. In other words, the present model has no transitional dynamics
and the equilibrium path jumps to the BGP instantaneously.6
Next, we derive the growth rate of Nt and Kt on the BGP, gN and gK. Substituting
y* and z* into (3.31) and (3.32) yields the growth rate of N and K. Because y and
6There exist two stock variables in this model
, the number of consumption goods and capital stock.
As is well known, the Grossman-Helpman model has no transitional dynamics. Moreover, because the
production function of capital goods is an AK-type technology, there is no transitional dynamics in
this model.
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z must be constant on the BGP, 9N + vt/Vt = 0 and 9K + VK,t/VK,t= 0(3.33), and (3.34), we obtain:

Using

this,

vt
9N = --

t = 1+0

(3.39)

Y * - p,

a

9K =
From (3.31)

vK ,t

1

V
K,t = aK

aNy*-a

(1 - S) SaKZ*

- p.

(3.40)

(3.32), gN and gK satisfy the followingequations:

and

ry)y*
1 aNy* 11-a
9N
=aLN+(1(S- -S)(1
+,3)
-aNCSaKZ*
/
*

a
1-s

9K=aK-1saKZ*
/ - (1(S)(1
+0)z*
Defining that GN
inating y* and z*

(3.41)

(3.42)

_ [aN(9N + p)] /(1 - S) and GK = [aK(gK + p)] /(1 - S) and elimfrom these equations, we obtain the followingequations of GK and

GN:

Cl-S+yQ6
/GN=L+paN-GKb. (3.43)
S(1
/3 y) GN = 6GK s + paKGK 16
(3.44)
This system determines the values of gN and gK.
First, we examine how strengthening the patent protection affects capital accumulation. Eliminating GN from (3.43) and (3.44) yields:
(1-S)/3+-y-S
S(1 - Y)

-

L+paN-GKa
SGKa + paKGK 166

(3.45)

This equation characterizes the relation between /3 and GK. Totally differentiating
(3.45), we obtain:
d/3
_S(1+/3)+(1-ry)(L+paK)GK_6
~0 .
dG
(3.46)
K
SGK+ paK
This shows a negative correlation between the extent of patent protection and the
growth rate of capital. Hence we obtain the followingproposition:
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0

Proposition

4. Strengthening the patent protection impedes the growth of capital stock.

The intuition
creases the profit

for this result is as follows:
strengthening
flow of the patent holders but reduces the

inputs such as labor income and capital income.
income reduces the market
value of capital and
is, capital accumulation.
Next,

we examine

how strengthening

the patent
distribution

protection
into the product

In particular,
a decrease
in the capital
discourages
production
of capital,
that

the patent

protection

affects

innovation.

Elim-

inating,Q from (3.43) and (3.44), we obtain GN as a function of solely GK as follows:
G

N_

L + paN
1- S

GK
1- y

y S
1-a
S(1 -'y)(1 - S)'°aKGKs

(3.47)

Differentiating (3.47) with respect to GK yields:
N _
\
dGK
S(1
-a 'y)(GK
+y8bpaKJ
.

(3.48)

This show that if the capital goods sector is relatively intensive in capital, that is,
y > S, then dGN/dGK > 0. From Proposition, 4 dGK/df3 < 0. Therefore we obtain
the followingproposition:
Proposition 5. If the consumption goods is more labor-intensive than the capital goods
(y > S) or If the consumption goodsis more capital-intensive than the capital goods ('y <
8) and GK > [(S - y)paK] /S, strengthening the patent protection enhances innovation.
Otherwise, strengthening the patent protection impedes innovation.
For simplicity, we assume that the capital goods sector is relatively intensive in
capital, that is, y > 5 in the rest of the paper.
Finally we examine how the patent policy affects the growth rate of output. We
define the output of the economy as follows:

1't=[fNt
xt(i)adi]
.

(3.49)

Because the good sectors are symmetric, Yt = Nt , xt. From (3.15), we obtain: Yt =
Nt «a
1 [(1+ ,Q)c(wt,qt)]-1. Substituting (3.19) and (3.30) into this yields:
Yt =Aye (1 - y)1-7[5166(1 - 8)]ry-1(1+,~3)-1(aNy*)1- s
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(aKz*) a

Nt 1a Kt1-X3.50)

From (3.50), the growth rate of output becomes the weighted sum of the rate of
innovation and the rate of capital accumulation:
1-a
9Y =
a 9N + (1 - -q)gK.
(3.51)
To examine

whether

strengthening

the

patent

protection

enhances

economic

growth

,

we differentiate (3.51) with respect to GK. Using the definitions of GN and GK and
(3.48), we obtain:
dgy _ 1-a1-SdGN
1-S
dGK
a
aN dGK + (1 -'Y) aK

= S(11-6
aN[_1aaGKs-2
(GK
+' 6SpaK)
+S(1
- Y)2aN,
(3.52)

K

If dgY/dGK is positive at GK corresponding to the maximum patent protection , that
is, ,Q= (1 - a)/a, the maximum patent protection does not maximize the growth rate
of output. Thus we have the followingproposition:
Proposition 6. The maximum patent protection (,3 = (1 - a)/a) does not maximize
the growth rate of output, if the values of the parameters satisfy the following inequality:

where

laaGaN
2IGK
+rySSpaKj
<S(1a
K7)2,
(1-6)laa+-y-S
S(1 - -Y)

(3.53)

L+paN-GKa
-61
SGK6 + paKGK 16

Using (3.52), we can explore the function gy(GK) and find what values of parameters satisfy the above inequality. According to Appendix , the maximum patent
protection does not maximize the growth rate of output when the cost of capital goods
production is relatively lower and when the labor resource is relatively smaller. In other
words, Proposition 6 shows that the perfect enforcement of patent does not maximize
the growth rate of output and that reducing the patent protection level (decreasing
/3) raises the growth rate of output in the economy with higher productivity of capital
goods production.
Finally, using a numerical example, we show that the perfect enforcement of patent (3 =
(1 - a)/a) does not maximize the growth rate of output in the economy with specific
values of parameters. In the numerical example of Fig. 3, the perfect enforcement of
patent(,l = 1) actually does not maximize the growth rate of output and rather the
milder enforcement of patent maximizes the growth rate of output.7
7Parametervaluesare L = 1, aK = 1, aN = 15,-y= 0.7,5 = 0.6,p = 0.02,and a = 0.5. Because
a = 0.5,the rangeof the degreeof patentenforcement,
Q,is [0,1].
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3.4

Welfare

Analysis

In this section,weexaminehowstrengthening
the patentprotectionaffectssocialwelfare. First,wereplacey*and z* withGNand GKin (3.50).From(3.39),weobtain
aNy*

GN

1+~

,Q .

Moreover, using (3.40), we obtain

CS
aNY*
1 '-b=G-1
aKZ*

K

Substituting them into (3.50) yields the output path on the balanced growth path as
follows:

Yt = A [y(1 - 5)]ry[(1 - y)S]1-1)3-1GNGK- a No
Yoegyt.

Ko1-7esYt
(3.54)

Thus we get the representative households' lifetime utility as follows:

00
U(GK)
_ je_F)tlnYtdt
- [pIn Yo(GK)+gY(GK)].

(3.55)

Toexaminehowstrengthening
patentprotectionaffectsthe socialwelfare
, wedifferentiate the socialwelfarewith respectto GK.Thenweobtain:
dU(GK)- 1 1 dYo(GK)
+ 1 dgy(GK)
3.56
dG
K
p Yo(GK) dGK
p2 dGK
()
Becausewehavealreadyexaminedthe relationbetweenthe growthrate of output, gy
and GKin the last section,next weexaminethe relationbetweenthe initialvalueof
output,Yoand GK.Differentiating
1nYo(GK),
weobtain:
dlnYo(GK) _
dGK

1 dd
1 dGN 1-7 1
QdGK+ GNdGK 6 GK
(1+f)GK+[(1-S)/8+y-a]
a
GK+(y-5)~
SG
_ 1-y 1
K,Q(GK+ ~)
+ SGK,3(GK+ PaK) S GK
= yGK
SG + (y - 6) ' - > 0,
(3.57)
K (GK+ - )
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where we use (3.44), (3.45), (3.48), and -y> 8. According to (3.57), strengthening the
patent protection reduces the initial value of output.
From Appendix, we obtain the value of GK that maximizes the growth rate of
output, that is, the value of GK that satisfies dgY/dGK = 0 as depicted in Fig. 2-1
and 2-2. Moreover, the sign of d In Yo/dGK is necessarily positive. Hence the value
of GK that satisfies dU(GK)/dGK = 0 is higher than the value of GK that satisfies
dgY/dGK = 0. In other words, the value of GK that maximizes the social welfare,
U(GK) is higher than the value of GK that maximizes the growth rate of output.
Because GK is a decreasing function of,3 from (3.46), we have the followingproposition:
Proposition 7. The welfare-maximizingpatent protection level is lower than the growthmaximizing patent protection level.
Strengthening patent protection has three effects on welfare. The first effect is the
innovation-enhancing effect: increasing patent protection level raises the rate of return
of innovation and economic growth. This improves the social welfare. The second effect
is the capital-accumulation-reducing effect: increasing patent protection level reduces
the rent of capital and thus hampers capital accumulation. This lowers the social
welfare. The third effect is the initial value effect: from (3.57), this necessarily reduces
the social welfare. If the capital-accumulation-reducing effect and the initial value effect
dominate the innovation-enhancing effect, strengthening the patent protection reduces
the social welfare as is mentioned in Proposition 7.
Conclusion

3.5

Based on endogenous
growth
economic growth,
many studies
growth.
However,
in this
innovation
but discourages
both
patent
patent
of the

innovation

and

models that include
only innovation
show that stronger
patent protection

paper,
we show that
capital
accumulation

capital

accumulation.

as the
enhances

stronger
patent
protection
in an endogenous
growth
Consequently,

we show

that

engine of
economic
accelerates
model with
tightening

protection
may reduce the growth rate of output.
We also investigate
how the
protection
affects social welfare
and show that the welfare-maximizing
degree
patent
protection
is lower than the growth-maximizing
degree of the patent

protection.
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3.6

Appendix

In this appendix, we examine the relation between gy and GK. Differentiating (3.52)
with respect to GK, we obtain:
d2gy _

1-6
dGK2
b(l
-'y)aN1-aa GK
s1_3 (1-68 GK
+(1-28)(ry-8)
82 paK/
J. (3.58)

If 5 < 1/2, the sign of (3.58)is necessarilynegative. Thereforethe relation between
GK and the growth rate of output is as depicted in Fig. 2-1. We let GK denote the
value of GK that satisfies dgY/dGK = 0. From (3.52), GK is determined by:

1
aaGKb_2
(GK
+ry8spaK/
=8(1
- ry)ZaN. (3.59)
K

From (3.59) and Fig. 2-1, we can show that if aN/aK is higher, GK becomes higher.
On the other hand, we let GK"' denote the value of GK that corresponds to the
maximum patent protection level, )3 = (1 - a)/a. From (3.44), GK'minsatisfies the
followingequation:

-__GKo
+(1-S)l
8 +ry-SpaKGK1o
=(1-'y)(L+paK)
. (3.60)
This equation implies that if the value of L is lower, GKi'~becomes lower. Consequently,
in the economy with higher aN/aK and smaller L, GKin is lower than GK as depicted in
Fig. 2-1. That is, the maximum patent protection level does not maximize the growth
rate of output.
If 8 > 1/2, the sign of (3.58) is necessarily not negative. The relation between
GK and dgY/dGK is not monotone as depicted in Fig. 2-2. However, (3.59) shows
that if aN/aK is higher, the range of GK that satisfies dgY/dGK > 0 becomes broader.
Therefore the maximum patent protection does not maximize the growth rate of output
in the economy with higher aN/aK and smaller L also in the case when 8 > 1/2.
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Chapter 4
Technology

Choice

in an Overlapping

and Patterns
Generations

of Growth
Model

4.1 Introduction
It is wellrecognizedthat, in the standardone-sectorgrowthmodel,economieswith accessto
similartechnologieswill convergeto a commonbalancedgrowthpath. Some empiricalpapers,
Baumol (1986) and Barro and Sala-i-Martin(1992),have argued that income levels show a
tendencyto convergeto a commongrowthpath. In recentempiricalresearch(Quah 1993;Quah
1996),however,the opinionthat economieswill not necessarilyconvergeto a common steady
state has become quite popular. Why does the divergenceof income levels happen? Why
cannotevery countrysustain permanentgrowth? The purposeof this paper is to answer these
questions.
Some papers have attemptedto explain the empiricallyobserved divergenceof income.
Introducinghumancapitalaccumulationintothe Diamond(1965)overlappinggenerationsmodel,
Azariadisand Drazen (1990)showedthat multiple,locallystable steady statescan be generated
due to increasingreturnsto scalein the accumulationof humancapital. Galorand Tsiddon(1991)
introducedthresholdexternalitiesin productioninto an overlappinggenerationsmodel. They
assumedthat once a countryreaches a thresholdlevel of the capital-effectivelabor ratio, other
countriescan utilizethe more advancedtechnologyeven if their own capital-effectivelaborratios
are below the thresholdlevel. Then they showedthat countriesother than the leadingcountry
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maynot reachthehigh productivitysteadystateand thattheyconvergeto a low developmenttrap.
In infinitely-lived
agentmodelsmany studieshave shownthat not only multiplesteadystates
but alsolimitcyclescan emerge. Alongsimilarlinesas Azariadisand Drazen (1990),Futagami
and Mino (1995) showed that multiple equilibria can be generated if there are threshold
externalitiesin public capitalaccumulation. Greinerand Semmler (1996) built the two-sector
growthmodelin whichhumancapitalis acquiredonlythroughlearningby doing,and theyshowed
that multiplesteadystates,indeterminacyof the equilibriumand limit cyclescan be generatedin
their model.' In a more general model, Greiner(1996) showed the necessaryconditionsfor
endogenousgrowthcycles.
This paper showsthat, in an overlappinggenerationsmodel, a varietyof patternsof growth
includingpermanentcyclicalfluctuationscan be generatedif investors' choice of technologyis
introduced. Such phenomena are not analyzed by most of the above mentioned studies.
Becausethis paper's model generatesnot only sustainedgrowthbut also underdevelopmenttraps,
this paper can analyze both the underdevelopmenttraps and the take-off to sustainedgrowth
Thispaper'smodelpredictsthat some countriescan obtainsustainedgrowthand otherscannotand
convergeto the underdevelopedtraps. This predictionagrees with the empirical fact that the
worldincomedistributionis polarizedintotwinpeaksof rich and poor(foundby Quah 1993;Quah
1996). In additionthis paper shows that the dynamicsthat will be generatedare dependenton
incomedistributionamonginvestorsand workers.
One technologyis primitiveand the otheris advanced.The primitiveproductiontechnology
yields constant returns to scale. Under the advanced technology,one kind of final good is
producedusing a varietyof intermediategoods. The finalgoods productionfunctionexhibitsa
constantelasticityof substitution,and the productiontechnologyof the intermediategoodsexhibits
increasingreturnsto scale due to specializationof production. The intermediategoodsmarket is
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assumedto be monopolisticallycompetitive.
Thismodelexhibitsvariouspatternsof equilibriumdynamics,permanentcyclicalfluctuations
and povertytraps. As well,it demonstratesperpetualgrowth and convergenceto a steadystate,
dependingon the degree of competitivenessof the intermediategoods market, which in turn is
determinedby the elasticity of substitutionin final goods production under the advanced
technology. The resultshowsthat even if the sizeof the effectivelaborsupplyis the samein two
countries,differingparameters within the two economies will result in different paths. If
intermediategoodstend to be more complementary,that is, the intermediategoods markettends
towardmore monopoly,thenthe economyis likelyto experiencepermanentcyclicalfluctuations.
If the intermediategoods are more substitutiveand the market is more competitive,then the
economy is likely to have poverty traps. Because this paper assumes that the old people
(investors)get all of the monopolyrents,increasingthe monopolypowerof the intermediategoods
marketreducesthe proportionof total outputthat is distributedto workers.Thereforethe above
resultscan be interpretedas follows: If the distributionbetween workers and investors is too
biasedand uneven,the economyis likely to have underdevelopmenttraps (permanentcyclical
fluctuationsandpovertytraps).
Theseresultsdifferfrom thoseof previouspaperswith respectto the relationshipbetweenthe
distributionof total outputand the growthrate.' Uhlig and Yanagawa(1996) showedthat in a
two-periodoverlappinggenerationsmodelwith endogenousgrowth,decreasingthe laborincome
tax (increasingthe incomeshareof workerscan)hikesthe growthrate. In additionto this growth
enhancingeffect, in this paper's model increasingthe income share of workers (decreasingthe
income share of investors)has a negativeeffect on obtainingpermanentgrowth; decreasingthe
income share of investorspreventsinvestorsfrom adoptingthe advanced technologythat puts
economieson permanentgrowthpath. Due to thesetwo oppositeeffects,this paper shows that
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the economy cannot obtain permanent growth when the distributionbetween workers and investors
is too biased and uneven. There is no research that finds the above mechanism and concludes that
the economy that has too low or too high a share of labor cannot sustain permanent growth.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 establishes the basic structure of the
model and solves the maximization problems of consumers and firms. Section 3 shows that
several patterns of dynamics can be achieved in this model. Section 4 clarifies the reason why
underdevelopmenttraps are generated in the case where either one of two classes possesses most of
the output in the economy. Section 5 shows that a tax or a subsidy can obtain permanent growth.
Section 6 gives some concluding remarks.

4.2

The Model

4.2.1Consumers
Consider a simple two-period overlappinggenerationsmodel. In this economy L (a
constant)individualsare bornin everyperiod,and each individuallivesfortwo periods,one period
called"young"and the othercalled"old". In the firstperiod,each individualsuppliesone unit of
labor inelasticallyand dividesthe resultinglabor income between first-periodconsumptionand
saving. In the secondperiod,the individualsimplyconsumesthe saving and any interesthe or
sheobtains. Theutilityfunctionof individualsbornat timet is givenby
log cl1+

log c2t+1
,

1+

(1) P

where c and p stand for consumptionand the subjectivediscount rate, respectively. The
budgetconstraintin each periodis givenby c11+ s, = wt and c2t+1=(l + r,+1)s, , where s, w ,
and r representsaving, labor income,and the interestrate, respectively. Given labor income
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and the rationallyanticipatedinterestrate, each consumermaximizesutility(1) under the budget
constraintsabove. Becausethis is a typicaltextbookproblem,the optimalsavingfunctioncan
St = 2

+P

wt.

(2)

Note thatthe two-periodoverlappinggenerationsmodelcan be interpretedin a differentway:
a youngereconomicagent,worker,gets incomeonlyby supplyinglabor inelastically;and an older
economic agent, investor, gets income only by lending his or her capital. This naming
emphasizesthe fact that there are heterogeneousagents in this economy similar to those in
two-classmodels.

4.2.2 Technologies
In this economy there are two kinds of available production technologies. One is primitive and
underdeveloped and can be described as a constant returns to scale Cobb-Douglas production
function:

Y =K«Lt-a, 0<a<1,

(3)

whereY, Kt and L, areoutput,capital,
andthenumberofworkers
employed,
respectively.
Theotherisanadvanced
anddeveloped
product
technology,
whichexhibits
increasing
returns
toscale. Thisisthesameprocessofproduction
asBenhabib
andFarmer(1994)assumed
inorder
to analyzeincreasing
returnseconomies.3
Theprocessofproduction
is as follows. Atthefirst
stage,eachintermediate
goodsproducing
firmproducesa kindof intermediate
good,and the
production
of theintermediate
goodexhibitsincreasing
returnsto scale. At thenextstage,by
usingtheseintermediate
goods,thefinalgoodsproducing
firmsproduce
a kindoffinalgood. The
production
functions
offinalgoodsandintermediate
goodsaredescribed
asfollows:
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,

1

Y= fX,(i)"di 0<2<1,
0

(4)

and
X,(i)=K,(i)aL,(1)b,

a>-1, b>0

(5)

whereY is the sameoutputas in the primitive
production
case,X,(i) , K,(i) , and L,(i)
represent
intermediate
goodsinput,capital,
andlaborinputsforsectori, respectively.A=1- 1 ,
6

where a is the elasticityof substitution
acrossgoods. The intermediategoods are
complementary
when A is closeto0 andsubstitutes
when A iscloseto 1. Weassume
thatthe
productivity
ofcapital
intheproduction
oftheintermediate
goods.
ishigh.
4.2.3Production
Process
Next,thefirm'sprofitmaximization
problems
aresolvedinthissubsection.

4.2.3.1
TheCaseofPrimitive
Technology
Undertheprimitive
production
function,
theprofitof firmsis (herewenormalize
allprices
usingthe finalgood as numeraire)I7P = K,

wPL, - r,PK, , where wP and r,P

represent the wage and the interest rate under the primitive technology

respectively.

The

first-order conditions of profit maximization are easily rewritten by using capital stock per capita,
k,
r,P = ak,a-1

(6)
and
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wP= (1- a)k".
(7)

4.2.3.2 The Case ofAdvanced Technology
Consider the behavior of firms under the advanced production technology.

Assume that the

market for final goods is perfectly competitive. The profit of firms is

[I,A=Y- jp,(i)X,
(i)di,
0

(8)

where p, (i) representsthe price of the i-th intermediategoods firm. Applying the first-order
conditionsof profit m ' ization allows us to derive the inverse demand function of each
intermediategoodas follows:4
X, (i) A-1
Y

Pt (i) =

(9)
Theprofitof firmsproducingintermediategoodsis

II, (i) = p, (i)X,(i) - wAL,(i) - r~AK,
(i) ,

(10)

wherewA and r,A represent
the wageand the interestrateunderthe advancedtechnology,
respectively. As long as A # 1, intermediategoods are differentiatedand firms have some
degree of monopolisticpower. Because it is assumed that the intermediategoods market is
monopolistically
competitive,firms choosethe productionquantities(the prices)so as to equalize
marginalrevenueand marginalcost Substitutingthe inversedemand functionfor intermediate
goods

and

the

production

function
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into

(10),

we

have

IZ,(i) = K, (i)"° L, (i)' Y'-2 - wAL,(i) - rrAK,(i) . Assumethat the profitfunctionis concave,
thatis, 2(a + b) < 1 in orderto assumethe second-orderconditionsof the maximizationproblem.
The first-orderconditionsof profitmaximizationare
rA
r - Aa Pt (i)X, (i)
Kr (i)

(11)

WA=

(12)

and
A(i)X,(i)
Lt(i)

Fromthe assumptionthatall firmsproducingintermediategoodsaresymmetric,in equilibrium,the
followingrelationshipsare derived: Kr(i) = K, , L, (i) = L , Xr (i) = X, . Becausethe profit
is 0 in (8), Y = p, X, . From this relationshipand (9),the intermediategoodsprice,we findthat
p, =1 and Y = X, = Kt'e . Hence(11)and (12)reduceto

r

r,A
=AaK ,

(13)

w,A

(14)

and
L

Iftheproduction
functionforthefirmis ofconstantreturnsto scale(a + b =1/A ), theprofitofthe
firm producing

intermediate

goods

is zero.

If it is of decreasing

returns

to scale, the profit

is

IIA= [1- 2(a + b)]Y > 0 . Thispaperassumesthat eachof investorsthat investin the
intermediate goods production owns one intermediate goods producing firms.
distributed among investors.

Hence the profit is

Under this assumption, the gross rate of return on capital i, is

given by the sum of the rental price of capital and the dividend from the profit per unit of capital,
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A

that is,

r"IA
= rrA+ ,t A (1-2b) Y .
Kr

(15)

K,

Usingthecapital-labor
ratiok,(=K,/L,) andthefactthat Y,= KtaLb, (15)and(14)canbe
rewritten as YA
= (1-.lb)ka-'L"+b-'
and wA
= AWL
a+b-1
r
r
r
r
For simplicity,we assume that a=1 in the rest of the paper;5thereforethese equationsare
easilyrewritten;
PtA= (1-.Zb)Lb,

(16)

WA=AbLbk,.

(17)

and

4.2.4The Choiceof Technology
In this subsectionbehavior of the investors, in particular,the choice of technology is
established. It is assumedthat investorscan coordinatetheir choice of technology,primitiveor
advanced,so thattheygetthe highestreturn.6
Undertheseassumptions,the choiceof allinvestorsis as follows:
All investorsinvestin the primitivetechnology

if

r P(k) > r"A(k).

All investorsinvestin the advancedtechnology

if

r P(k) < r"A(k).

The interestrate functionof k underprimitiveproductionintersectsthe interestrate function
underadvancedproductionfrom above at uniquepoint. This intersectionis the criticalvalue of
k for investors,the point at which investorsswitch to the other product technology. Next
calculatethis criticalvalue, kr . Thefollowingrelationshipsareeasilyobtained:
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rP

=1"A

ak,"-' _ (1- 2b)Lb.
Fromthis,the criticalvalueis givenby
1-a

k'
(1-2b)Lb

(18)

Whenk reachesthis value,investorschoosethe advancedproductiontechnology.

4.3 MarketEquilibriumand Dynamics
4.3.1MarketEquilibrium
The capitalmarket equilibriumrequiresthat investmentbe equalto net saving,which is the
savingof the young minus the dissavingof the old. Thereforethe market equilibriumcondition
is:
Kt+, = stL

(19)

Substituting(2) and (7) intothis conditiongivesthe followingcapitalaccumulationequationunder
theprimitivetechnology:
k

1-a
t+I- 2 + p k"t

(20)

Similarlysubstituting(2) and (17) into (19) gives the followingcapital accumulationequation
undertheadvancedtechnology:
AbLb
kt+I_
p kt .

4.3.2.EquilibriumDynamics
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(21)

1

From(18),(20)and (21),the dynamicsof this systemcanbe characterizedby the equations
1-a k
2+p `a

if
f

k <
a
1-a
'
`
(1-.~b)Lb
1

k1+1=
2+ p kt

of

(22)

k` > (l-.1b)Lb

In order to analyzehow the values of the parametersdeterminethe dynamic propertiesof the
model,we can use some conditionsto dividethe A-L spaceinto regions. It can be provedthat
one growth pattern - permanent cyclical fluctuations,poverty traps, perpetual growth, or
convergenceto a uniquesteadystate- canemergein eachregionof the A- L space.8
First,findthe conditionsof Aand L underwhich permanentgrowthcan be generatedin the
advancedtechnologyproductionscenario. The conditionunder which the growthrate is strictly

positive
is k1+1
/k, _ AbLb
/(2 + p) > 1. Wegetthecondition
asfollows:

L>(2)b.

(2
3)

Call this boundaryline the Permanent GrowthBoundaryline (hereafterthe PGB line). In the
regionlocatedabovethis line, a permanentgrowthpath exists. In the regionlocatedbelowthis
line,permanentgrowth is not possible. This line is sloping downward,such as in Figure 1-1.
Underthe assumptionthat investorsget all of the firms' profits, A representsnot only the degree
of competitivenessof the intermediategoods market but also the proportionof goods that is
distributedto workers. From (16)and (17),
= (1- Ab)Y,
r'AK,
and
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(24)
wAL= .1bY.
Increasing A makes labor income higher. The increasein the labor income raises the saving
from (2), and the increasein the savingraises capitalfor the next period as shown by the capital
market equilibriumcondition(19). Thereforea high A enables an economy with even low
labor force participation L to grow permanently. This is why the PGB line is sloping
downward.
Second,we can find conditionsof Aand L under which steady states cannot exist in the
primitiveproductioncase. Define the steady state under the primitivetechnology as koLG
Substitutingk

k =k

into(20),we get k

[ 1- a

2+

' /'-" . The condition

requiringthatthe advancedtechnologybe adoptedbeforethe economycan convergeto the steady
stateunderthe primitivetechnologyis kr < kQLG
. Substitutingfor theabovetermsyields
L

>

a(2 + p)
(1- a)(1-2b)

n
(25)

Callthis boundaryline the NeoclassicalBoundaryline (hereafterthe NB line). This line divides
the spaceof A and L intotwo regions. In the upper regionthe economydoes not convergeto a
steadystate under the primitiveproductiontechnology. In the lower region the economy may
convergeto a steadystate dependingon the initialcapitalstock. Low A and high L meansthat
the investors'income share is large under the advancedtechnology,and thus investorswant to
switchto the advancedtechnologywhen k is lower. This is why theNB line is slopingupward.
Theseconditionsform two linesin the 2 - L spaceof Figure 1-1. The PGB line and theNB
line make four regions. See what happens in each region. In region 1, the economy starting
fromany initialcapitalstockcan rideon a permanentgrowthpath(Figure2-1). In region2, every
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economy converges to the steady state under the primitive technology (Figure 2-2).

The

dynamics of economies with parameters in regions 3 and 4 are very important and interesting.

First,
inregion
3,every
economy
exhibits
permanent
cyclical
fluctuations
(Figure
2-3).9Inthis
region A is low. Low A means that the investors' share is high under the advanced
technology,and thus investors switch to the advanced technology with lower k.

Low A,

however,meansthat the workers'shareis low underthe advancedtechnologyand the growthrate
is negative(that is, capital contracts). Due to this contractionthe economy will return to the
primitivetechnologysooneror later. This processis repeated,and permanentcyclicalfluctuations
emergein the economieswith parametersin region3. Second,in the region 4, everyeconomy
has a povertytrap dependingon initialcapitalstock (Figure 2-4). Because A is high in this
region,the workers'share is high under the advancedtechnology. Hence permanentgrowthcan
be obtained. High A, however,meansthat the share of the investorsis low under the advanced
technology,and thus they do not switchto the advancedtechnologywhen initial k is lower than
k, . This process generatespoverty traps. Let us summarizethese results in the following
proposition.

Proposition 1. This OLGeconomyhas a varietyofpossiblepatterns of growthdependingon
the valuesof Aand L asfollows (See Figures1-1,2-1,2-2,2-3,and 2-4):
I

(1)

2b)

if L > 2 + 'o b and L >

I

(1a)(1-2b)
a(2 + p)

b, permanent growth can be sustained

(Figure 2-1).
I

1

2+ p b
a(2 + p)
n (ii)
if L
<
andL <
, this economywill convergeto a unique
Ab
(1- a)(1- Ab)
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steadystate undertheprimitivetechnology(Figure2-2).

b

(vi) if L < 2 .lb
+ p J b and L < (1-a(2
+ p)
a)(1-.1.b)

permanent cyclicalfluctuations emerge

(Figure2-3).

b

(IV)
ifL>2 band
L>(1aa)(1
Pte),apoverty
trap
exists
and
this
economy
will
convergeto the trap whentheinitiallevelof k is lowerthan kr (Figure2-4).

Oneoftheimportantfindingsthatthisproposition
makesis thathaving A toohighortoolow A
leadsto underdevelopment
traps(permanent
cyclicalfluctuationor povertytraps)as depictedin
Figure1-1.
Bothpermanentcyclicalfluctuations
andpovertytrapscannotalwaysbe generated,
because
therangeof A thatcanbe analyzedmustbe A e [0, 1/1+ b] bythe assumption
thattheprofit
functionis concave. Whenthe degreeof increasingreturnsto scaleof the advancedtechnology
a+b=1+bis higherthan1/a , thispaper'smodelpredictsthatbothpermanentcyclicalfluctuations
andpovertytrapscan be generatedas depictedin Figure1-1. Whenthe degreeof increasing
returnsto scaleof theadvancedtechnologyl+b islowerthan 1/a , thispaper'smodelpredictsthat
permanent
cyclicalfluctuations
canbe generated
andpovertytrapscannotbe generatedasdepicted
in Figure 1-2. Recent researcheson economicgrowth,especiallyon indeterminacy(e.g.,
Benhabib,MengandNishimura2000)quotethe empiricalfactswhichare concernedwiththe
degreeof increasing
returnsto scale. A numberof recentempiricalstudiesshowthat thedegree
of increasing
returnsto scalein U.S.datais relativelylow (e.g.,BasuandFemard1997). When
thedegreeof increasingreturnsto scaleoftheadvancedtechnologyisrelativelylow,theregionof
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poverty traps are likely to vanish as depicted in Figure 1-2.
In this economy the market equilibrium is not necessarily desirable in the sense that perpetual
growth is not necessarily obtained. Whether this undesirability occurs is dependent on A. In next
section, how A can affect the equilibrium dynamics of the economy is analyzed.

4.4 The Role of Distribution
As is shown in Figure 1-1, the economywith a too-high or too-low A cannot exhibit
perpetualgrowth.Why does such an undesirablephenomenonoccur when A is too high or too
low? A representsnot only the degreeof competitivenessof the intermediategoodsmarket but
also the proportionthat is distributedto labor. Therefore,we will call A the parameter of
distributionhereafter.
Increasing A has two opposite effects: the growth enhancing efects and the incentive
weakeningeffectson investors.Theformermeansthatincreasing A raisesthe growthrate and the
lattermeansthatincreasing A preventsinvestorsfrom switchingto the advancedtechnology.
The growtheffectis generatedas follows.If each individualhas a homotheticutilityfunction,
his/heroptimal saving function; S, (w,, r:+,)is homogeneousof degree one in labor income
w,; thereforethe optimalsaving functioncan be writtenas follows: S, (w, , r,+,) = s(r,+,)w, .
Using(24)and the reducedproductionfunctionunderthe advancedtechnology,the capitalmarket
equilibriumequation (19) can be rewritten as K,+, = s(r,+,)w,L = s(r,+,)AbLbK,, and the
growthrate yK canbe writtenas
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YK= Kt+I
K _ 1= s(r1+i
t

(26)

Because A representsthe proportionthat is distributedto labor, in the OLG model increasing
laborincomemeansincreasingsaving.Andbecausesavingbecomescapitalin the next period,the
growthrate rises such as in (26). This mechanismis the same as that of Uhlig and Yanagawa
(1996).Usingthis propertyof the OLGmodel,they showthat increasingthe incometax on capital
necessarilyenhancesthe growth rate. That is why the economythat has too low a A cannot
sustainpermanentgrowth.
In additionto the growtheffect,in this paper's model,increasingthe parameterhas a negative
effect:the incentiveefect. This is generatedthroughthe mechanismas follows. (1- A) is the
proportionthat is distributedto investorsunder the advancedtechnology. Thereforeincreasing
A makesthe capitalincomeunder theadvancedtechnologylower. At the sametime,the critical
level of capital that motives investors to switch to the advanced technology,
k, = {a /[(1-Ab)Lb ] }'/('-«), rises and generatespovertytraps (depictedas Figure 2-4). That is
whythe economythathas a too-high A cannotsustainpermanentgrowth
Due to these two oppositeeffects,the economyin this model cannot ride on a permanent
growthpath when the proportionthat is distributedto workers,that is, A , is eithertoo low or too
high
In thispaper,we assumethat theinvestorsownthe intermediategoodsproducingfirmand get
all of theprofit We examinehow the resultswillchangeif we assumethat the workersgetmost
of the profit. Increasing A reducesthe profit. Underthe new assumption,the decreaseof the
profit raises the rate of return to capital and reduces the labor income under the advanced
technology. Therefore,the higher A is, the lower the critical level of capital that motives
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investors
toswitchtotheadvanced
technology
is andthelowerthegrowthrateundertheadvanced
technology
is. Theresultsarereverseto theprevious
results,andpovertytrapsarelikelyto be
generated
when A is lowandpermanent
cyclical
fluctuations
arelikelyto begenerated
when A
is high. However,
the conclusion
thatthe economy
thathastoo lowor too high A cannot
sustain
permanent
growthisthesameasbefore.
Next,the mechanism
thatgenerates
permanent
cyclicalfluctuations
andpovertytrapsis
clarified.Defineas k,v thecriticalvalueof capitalstockbywhichthelaborincomeunderthe
advancedtechnology
exceedsthe valueof laborincomeunderthe primitivetechnology.
Calculate
thecriticalvalueof laborincomekx, usingthefollowing
steps. Substituting
(7)and
(17)into wP= wA, weget
k
1-a 1
w= Abe

(27)

Figure3 showshowthesecriticalvaluesoftheinterest
rateandlaborincomearedetermined.The
relationship
between
percapitacapitalandtheinterest
rateis depicted
in Figure3. Thisunique
intersection
is thecriticalvalueof k forinvestors,kr. Therelationships
betweenper capita
capitalstockandlaborincomeineachproduction
situation
aredepicted
inFigure3. Thisunique
intersection
determines
thecritical
valueof k forworkers,k,,.
If k, < kw, thatis, Ab< 1- a , by switching
to theadvanced
technology,
investors
cause
laborincomewP(k,) to decreaseto wA(k,) . Hencek,+,(k,) jumpsdownwardat k.
(foran example,seeFigure2-3). In this case(whenA is relatively
low)the incentivefor
investorsis strongenough,but the growthrateunderthe advancedtechnology
is low,and
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permanent
cyclical
fluctuations
arelikelyto be generated.Onthecontrary,
if kr > kµ,, thatis,
.1b> 1- a , a switchto the advanced
technology
causeslaborincomewP(k1) to increaseto
wA(k1) andthereforekt+,(k1) jumpsupwardat kr (foranexample,
seeFigure2-4). Inthis
case(whereAis relatively
high)thegrowthrateis highenoughto sustainperpetual
growthunder
theadvanced
technology,
buttheincentive
forinvestors
isweak,andpovertytrapsarelikelytobe
generated.
Thesefindings
showthatchanging
theincomedistribution
is necessary
to leadan economy
thathasfallenintounderdevelopment
trapsoutof suchtrapsto perpetual
growth. In thenext
section
redistribution
policies
thatleadeconomies
toapermanent
growthpathareconsidered.

4.5 Economic Policies for Escaping from Underdevelopment Traps
In this sectionthe effectsof tax and subsidypoliciesare examined. Becausetherehave
alreadybeenmanystudieson theeffectsof capitalincometax onthegrowthratein an overlapping
generations
model(suchas Jonesand Manuelli1992;Uhligand Yanagawa1996),this paper
restrictsits attentionto analyzing
how capitaltax(orsubsidy)affectsthepatternsof growthof the
economy.
Arethereanypoliciesthatcanmakeeconomies
recoverfrompermanentcyclicalfluctuations,
povertytraps,orconvergence
to a nongrowing
steadystate? In orderto answerthisquestion,the
following
redistribution
policyis introduced.Undertheprimitivetechnology
the realinterestrate
thatinvestors
faceandtheamountof laborincomerealizedbyworkersare
r,P = ak"-' - zP
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(28)

i

and

wP=(1-a)k," +rpkt.

(29)

Undertheadvanced
technology
thegrossrateofreturnon capitalstockfor investors
andlabor
income
forworkers
are
rtA= (1-2b)Lb- rA

(30)

and
wA= .1bLb
kt + TAk,= (.1bLb
+ rA)k,.
(31)
Examine
thecasewherethegovernment
imposes
different
taxratesoncapitalstockholdings
ineachproduction
scenario,rP and TA,anddistributes
thetaxrevenuetoworkersin thesame
timeperiod. If rP < 0 and rA< 0, capitalis beingsubsidized
on and workers'incomeis
beingtaxed. Underthis redistribution
policy,the permanent
growthboundaryline and the
neoclassical
boundary
lineareasfollows.
<ThePGBline>

kt-+'=1
kt
L - 2+ p-rA
~b
b.

<IheNBline>

(32)

k, (rP"CA
) = koLC
(rP)
L = a(2 +,p) - rP + (1- a)rA n
(1-a)(l -.1b)
'

(33)

where k,.(re , rA) and koLC(re) representthe critical values where investors switch the
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productiontechnologiesand the steadystateundertheredistributionpolicies,respectively.
Using these equations,we analyze the effects of some redistributionpolicies on growth
patterns.

4.5.1Taxon the PrimitiveProductionTechnology( rp > 0 , rA = 0 )
Considerthe effect of imposinga tax on the capitalinput used in the primitiveproduction
methodand redistributingthis tax revenueto workers. From (33) increasing r p shiftsthe NB
line downward. Figure 4-1 indicatesthe new NB line. This showsthat increasing r p makes
region1 (wherepermanentgrowthexists)broaderand region4 (povertytraps) narrower. Let us
summarizethis resultas the followingproposition.

Proposition 2-1. Imposinga tax on capitalinputin theprimitiveproduction (and redistributing
this tax revenueto workers)can makesome of the economiesthat havefallen intopovertytraps
able to achievea permanentgrowthpath

This policy gives investorsincentiveto adopt the advancedproduction technologyand gives
workersunder the primitiveproductionmethod incentiveto save because of their receipt of
redistributedtax revenues. Sucheffectskeeptheeconomyfromconvergenceto povertytraps.

4.5.2SubsidiesfortheAdvancedProductionTechnology(r, = 0 , rA < 0 )
Next, we examinethe effect of the followingredistributionpolicy: The governmentgives
subsidiesto capitalused in the advancedsectorand financesthe subsidiesthroughan incometax on
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workers. From(32)and (33)this redistributionpolicyshiftsthe PGB line upwardand the NB line
downward. Figure4-2 showsthesetwo effects:decreasing r p narrowsregion4 (povertytraps)
and extendsregion 3 (permanentcyclicalfluctuations). Let us summarizethese results as the
followingproposition.

Proposition 2-2.

Givingsubsidiesto the capitalused in the advancedsector (byfinancing the

subsidiesthroughan incometax on workers)enablessome of the economiesthat havefallen into
poverty traps to achievepermanent growth, however,such a scheme also causes some of the
growingeconomiesto experiencepermanentcyclicalfluctuations.

Thispolicymakesthecritical
valueatwhichinvestors
switchtotheadvanced
technology
(k,)
lower and the workers'
rate through
subsection

the growth

income

effect referred

we will consider

cyclical fluctuations

lower.

the policy

to achieve permanent

The decrease
in Section

4.

that enables

of the workers'

income

lowers the growth

This effect is not desirable.
the economy

that experiences

In the next
permanent

growth.

4.5.3TaxingBothTechnologies(r, > 0 , TA> 0 )
As is shown by Uhlig and Yanagawa(1996),in the standardOLG model with endogenous
growth,increasingthe capitalincometax is necessaryto obtainpermanentgrowth. In our model
this is not necessarilytrue;increasingthe capitalincometaxhas anothereffect,that of loweringthe
investors'income under the advancedtechnologyby the incentiveeffect that was referredto in
Section 4. This policy makes k, lower and thus generates poverty traps. How can this
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negativeeffectbe eliminated? The answeris by imposinga tax also on the returnsto capitalused
in the primitivetechnology.
Hencewe examinethe effectof taxingnot only the capitalused in the advancedtechnology
but also the capitalused in the primitivetechnologyand redistributingthis tax revenue among
workers. Increasingthe tax on capitalstock for the advancedtechnologymakes the PGB line
shiftdown,but alsomakestheNB line shiftup and broadensregion4 (povertytraps). In orderto
eliminatethe secondeffecton the NB line,the governmentmust imposea tax on capitalstock for
the primitivetechnologyso as to satisfythe followinginequality:
rP > (1- a)DA.

(34)

This redistributionpolicy can make the NB line shift downwithoutraisingthe growthline as is
depictedin Figures4-3. Let us summarizetheseresultsin thefollowingproposition.

Proposition 2-3.

Taxingthe returns of capital used in both the primitive and advanced

technologiesso as to satisfy (34) (and redistributingthis tax revenueamong workers)can lead
some of the economiesthat havefallen intopermanent cyclicalfluctuationsor poverty traps to
attainpermanentgrowth

We emphasize that that the policy described in proposition 2-3 is effective for both the economy
experiencingpermanent cyclical fluctuationsand the economy that finds itself in poverty traps.

4.6 Concluding

Remarks

This paper has shown that the endogenous determination of product technologies by investors
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may generatenot only convergenceto steady statesand permanentgrowth but also permanent
cyclicalfluctuationsand povertytraps in a very simpleoverlappinggenerationsmodel.Because
this paper's model has a variety of patterns of growth, this paper can analyze both
underdevelopment
trapsand thetake-offto sustainedgrowth.
Whetherunderdevelopment
traps are generatedis dependenton the parameterthat represents
howtotaloutputis distributedbetweenworkersand investors. Underdevelopmenttraps are likely
to emergewhen the sharethat workersget is too largeor too small. In the standardoverlapping
generationsmodelwith endogenousgrowth,the largerthe share that workers get,the higherthe
growthratewillbe. In this paper,thereis a negativeeffecton obtaininga permanentgrowthpath:
the higherthe proportionof laborincome (and the lower the proportionof capitalincome)under
the advancedtechnology,the weakerthe incentiveof investorsto adopt it. In this case poverty
trapsare likelyto emerge.
It has been also shown that redistributionpoliciesamongworkers and investorscan change
the patternsof growth. This fact showsthat thesepoliciescan make underdevelopedcountries
"take-off' from underdevelopment
trapsand launchthemselvesintopermanentgrowth.
In this paper,we have discussedonly the redistributionpolicies. Extendingthis paper's
model, however,we can investigatehow other public policies affect patterns of growth. For
example, introducing public infrastructurethat enhances the productivity of the advanced
technologyto the modelstudiedhere,we can examinehow the publiccapitalaccumulationaffects
patternsof growth. Underthis extension,the governmentsmust financethe public spendingwith
labor income taxes and capital income taxes. Underdevelopedcountries cannot ride on a
permanentgrowthpath when their governmentsfail to adopt the adequateproportionof labor
incometaxesto capitalincometaxes,becausehigherlaborincometaxesreducethe growthrateand
lower labor income taxes (higher capital income taxes) prevent investors from adopting the
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advanced

technology.

underdeveloped

It is worth

discussing

what

countries take o fffrom underdevelopment
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Appendix

1

In this appendix

it is shown that permanent

cyclical fluctuations

necessarily

emerge in region

3, in the case where k,+1
/k, > 1, k, < kOLG
. To showthis,it is necessaryand sufficientto
showthefollowing
threefacts. i ) Thereexistsan intervalsuchthat k, remainsin theinterval
once k, enterstheinterval. ii) Thereexistsno steadystatein thisinterval.iii) Every k, that
beginsoutsidetheintervalenterstheinterval.

Proof) First,define the function(22) from k, to k,+, f ;[0,oo)-> [0,oo). In particular,
economies
withcombinations
of A and L locatedin region3 followdynamicssuchas those
shownin Figure2-3.

i ) Defineanintervalthatsatisfiesthefollowing
two conditions
on k and k .
f"(k)>_k

for Vk>_k for Vn=1,2,•••.

fn (k)<k

for `dk5k

for Vn=1,2,•••.

Bythedefinitions
of k and k,
f " (k) E[k, k] for Vk E[k, k] for `dn =1,2,•• .

(A.1)

FromFigure2-3,theexistenceofthisintervalisprovedif k,+11k, < 1, k, < kOZ.G

ii) Figure2-3 showsthat f (k) cannotintersectthe45° lineunderthe condition
, k, < kOLG
andtherefore
no steadystateexistsintheinterval.
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iii)'Because
k,+1= [(1-a)l(2 + p)]k" isabove
the45° lineand(A.l)holds,
an f"(k)ELk,k] for Vn?n for Vk E(0,k).

(A.2)

Because
k,+,l k, = .lbLb/(2
+ p) < 1 and(A.1)holds,
Bn f "(k) E[k,k] for Vn>-n for VkE(k,oo).

(A.3)

From(A.2)
and(A.3),
fn (k) E[k,k] for Vn>-max{n,n}
for Vk E(0,oo).

From i ), ii), and iii), it has been shown that permanentcyclical fluctuationsnecessarily
emergein region3.
Q.E.D.

1 Theirmodelis the sameas Romer's (1986)model
, wherethe quantityof humancapitalis equal
to the quantityof physicalcapital.
2 Bertola(1996)investigatedthe effectsof a changein the shareof laboror capitalstockin
disposableincomeon the growthrate. He used a continuous-timeoverlappinggenerationsmodel
withendogenousgrowthsimilarto SaintPaul's(1992)model. Thepapershowsthatthe shareof
laborispositivelyrelatedto thegrowthrate onlywhenthe decliningrateof laborincomeis high.
3 Becausea profit-maximizingfinn cannotattainan interioroptimumin thepresenceof a
nonconvextechnology,increasingreturnscannotbe introduceddirectly.
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4 Becausethe finalgoodsmarketis assumedto be perfectlycompetitive
, profitis zero.
5 Thisassumptiongivesus clearerresultsaboutthepatternsof growth. If a > 1, this model
resultsin morecomplexdivergencesof the patternsof growth.
6 Thereare someorganizationsthat coordinateinvestors'or entrepreneurs'choice, suchas
Keidanren(JapanFederationof EconomicOrganizations)
in Japan.
7 Theinterestratewhen all of capitalis investedin the advancedtechnologyis alwayshigherthan
theinterestratewhen capitalis dividedwithtwo technologies,becausethe advancedproduction
technologyexhibitsincreasingreturnsto capital. Therefore,the investorsneedto compareonly
thetwo ratesof return:the rate of returnwheninvestingall of capitalto theprimitivetechnology
and therateof returnwheninvestingall of capitalto the advancedtechnology.
8 Theassumptionthat a=1 enableseconomiesadoptingtheadvancedtechnologyto obtain
perpetualgrowth.
9 Thisfactis provedin theAppendix.
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Chapter

5

Multiple
Balanced
in a Schumpeterian
Model
5.1

Growth
Growth

Paths

Introduction

Research and development activity by private firms is one of the most important factors
as the engine of economic growth. Many studies of economic growth view R&D as
the engine of economic growth(Aghion and Howitt 1992; Romer 1990; Grossman and
Helpman 1991). Howeveralmost all the existing R&D-based endogenous growth model
cannot explain the differences of growth rate among countries and the fluctuations of
growth rate that are observed empirically.' The purpose of this paper is to construct
the R&D-based model of endogenous growth that can explain these phenomena.
There are some existing R&D-based endogenous growth models that attempt to
account for the differencesof the growth rate among countries. Constructing the R&Dbased growth model with in-house R&D and free entry, Peretto (1999) shows that there
are a 0-growth equilibrium and a positive-growth path and that to which economies
converge depends on the expectations of economic agents. However his model cannot
account for the permanent fluctuations of growth rate. Introducing the complementarity among differentiated capital goods, Evans, Honkapohja and Romer (1998) shows
that there can exist multiple growth paths and, however their basic model without
adjustment cost has no transitional dynamics.
'Greiner and Semmler (1996) build the two-sector growth model in which human capital is acquired
only through learning by doing, and they show that multiple steady states, indeterminacy of the
equilibrium and limit cycles can be generated in their model. However, their model has no intended
R&D.
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Moreover, there are some existing R&D-based endogenous growth models that attempt to account for fluctuations of the growth rate. Introducing the assumption
of one period monopoly into Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991)'s discrete-time model,
Matsuyama (1999) shows that not only poverty traps but also nonconstant periodic
paths can be generated. Though this model can account for permanent fluctuations
of growth rates, this model cannot generate the balanced growth paths with different
positive growth rates.
In this paper, we construct an endogenousgrowth model with quality improvements
under the assumption that an innovation is imitated costlesslyafter one period and show
that multiple balanced growth paths, indeterminacy, and growth cycles can appear.
Why does the present model generate such a rich array of dynamics including indeterminacy and growth cycles? Under the circumstance that every innovation is imitated
after one period, there are different sectors: monopolistic and competitive sectors. The
proportion of monopolistic sectors, that is, the sectors that obtain innovations influences the allocation of labor among the intermediate sectors through the labor demand
and affects the profit of innovations. Because of this pecuniary externality, the rate of
return of innovations rises as the aggregate investment in R&D increases. As a result,
the present paper's model generates multiple balanced growth paths: one is the balanced growth path with the higher innovation and growth rate, the other is that with
the lower innovation and growth rate. 2 Moreover there is transitional dynamics in
the present model and around the higher-growth path indeterminacy of the competitive equilibrium path and growth cycles can generate. In particular, these endogenous
cycles can account for the fluctuations of the real economies.
In contrast to the existing papers that generate indeterminacy and growth cycle,
this paper's results concerning the dynamic properties do not rely on the assumption
of increasing returns to scale of production technology. Non-convexitiesin the reduced
form production function due to the pecuniary externalities mentioned above yield such
dynamic properties as indeterminacy and growth cycles. Gali(1996) also shows that
multiple steady states and indeterminacy without the assumption of increasing returns.
Howeverhis model cannot generate endogenous growth path. As far as I know, there
is no research that the R&D-based endogenous growth model can generate multiple
growth paths, indeterminacy and growth cycles.
In addition to this paper's contribution mentioned above, we get interesting results
with respect to the R&D subsidy policy; whether the R&D subsidy policy enhances
economicgrowth or reduces depends on whether the economy exists on the balanced
growth path with the lower growth or on the balanced growth path with the higher
2Laussel and Nyssen (1999) construct the R&D-based endogenous growth model similar to the
present model. However their model can generate only multiple growth paths and has no transitional
dynamics, and therefore their model cannot account for the fluctuations of growth rate.
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growth.
If the economy
is on the balanced
the R&D subsidy reduces
the growth rate.

growth path with the higher growth
rate,
Moreover,
the present
paper can show that

a negative
scale effect can be generated.
The structure
of the paper
is as follows.
solves

the general

equilibrium

and

Section

Section

4 explores

2 sets
the local

up the
stability

model.

Section

3

of the balanced

growth paths and shows that multiple
growth paths, indeterminacy,
and growth cycles
can appear.
Section 5 examines
the effects of R&D subsidy
and scale effect. Section
6
concludes
the paper.

5.2

The

model

We construct a discrete-time model of endogenous growth with quality improvements
based on Grossman and Helpman (1991). We investigate the dynamics of the economy
under the assumption that an innovation is imitated costlessly after one period.
5.2.1

Production

Final good
One final good is produced competitively using a continuum of intermediate goods
distributed along a unite interval. q(j,w) denotes quality level of product w after the
quality is improved j times. We assume that the quality of every good at time t = 0
equals one and that the size of the quality improvement is A > 1, therefore we get
q(j,w) = A . Production technology of the final good sector is given by
i

1't= exp f log
0

gt(j,w)xt
(j,w) dw ,
J

(5.1)

where Yt denotes the quantity of the final good and xt(j,w) denotes the quantity of
quality q(j, w) of product w. Production technology of final good sector is homogeneous
of degree 1. We take the final good as the numeraire.
Within a given sector w, intermediate goods are perfectly substitutable. Hence the
final good producers use the single quality that has the lowest quality-adjusted price,
pt(j,w)/gt(j,w) for a given sector w E [0,1]. Letting Jt(w) denote the quality that has
the lowest quality-adjusted price for a sector w at time t, demand functions are given
by
xt(j,w)

Yt
Pt (j,w)
0
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j

= Jt(cv),
otherwise.

(5.2)

Intermediate

good

Every intermediate good is produced by using one unit of labor. Being different from
Grossman and Helpman (1991), we assume that every quality is imitated costlessly after
one period.3 Due to this assumption, there are monopolistic sectors and competitive
sectors at every period.
First, in the sector where the quality is improved at time t due to innovation, the
firm that manages to invent the new quality behaves monopolistically. Because other
firms in the sector can produce the intermediate good with the leading-edge quality
at time t - 1, the innovative firm charges the price so that it can get all demand in
product w. The monopolistic firms are symmetric, then the price charged by the firms,
p' is given by
p'tt' = .cwt.

(5.3)

From the demand function (5.2), the labor demand of the monopolistic sector, xt is
given

by

xt = .~w
t.

(5.4)

From (5.2) and (5.4), the profit of the monopolistic firm, lrt is
7rt=AA1Yt.

(5.5)

Second, in the sector where the quality is not improved at time t, every firm can
produce the highest quality at time t - 1 due to costless imitation, therefore the intermediate good is produced competitively. The competitive sectors are symmetric, then
the price of the intermediate good in the competitive sector, pt is given by
A = Wt.

(5.6)

a Yt
xt=-.

(5.7)

From the demand function (5.2), xt is

wt

Research

and

Development

Intermediate
good producing firm can invent the intermediate
good with the state-ofthe-art quality and produce it at time t + 1 by investing i7Dt units of final good at time
3Shleifer(1986)makes the assumption similar to this one .
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T

t, where Dt represents the parameter of the productivity at time t. This means that
the higher the productivity is, the more difficult inventing the next quality is.4 Since
monopoly profits always exceed individual firm profits under duopoly, no two firms will
choose to engage in R&D for the same product.
The firm engaging in the quality improvement R&D at time t can get the profit by
monopoly, lrt+1 for only one period, because the innovation is imitated costlessly after
one period. Hence the free entry condition is given by
Irt+1 = t1Dt,
(5.8)
1 + rt+l
where rt denotes the interest rate. Letting pt be the number of the innovative sectors,
that is, monopolistic sectors at time t, the aggregate investment in R&D at time t - 1,
Zt_1 is given by
Zt-1 = t7Dt-lpt.

(5.9)

The firms engaging in R&D raise funds for this cost of R&D by the issue of shares.
5.2.2

Households

We consider an economy populated by L households, who supply one unit of labor
inelastically. The household's lifetime utility is given by
00

max
U= E)3'
logct,
ct t=o
t

(5.10)

=0

where ct denotes consumption per household and 3 denotes the discount factor. The
household's intertemporal budget constraint is
ct + at+1 = (1 + rt)at + wt,
ao > 0,

(5.11)
(5.12)

limH

(5.13)

T=oo
where

at denotes

asset

per

s=0

household.

1 aT+1> 0,

1 + rs

Dynamic

optimization

of the

utility

function,

(5.10), subject to the intertemporal constraint, (5.11), (5.12), and (5.13), yields the
Euler

equation

and

a transversality

condition

ct1

ct = /3(1+ rt+1),
lim OTaT+1 = 0.

T=oo
CT
4Segerstrom(1998) makes the assumption similar to this one .
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(5.14)
(5.15)

01

5.3
5.3.1

Market

Equilibrium

Labor Market

Labor market equilibrium requires that the total labor used in intermediate goods
production equals the labor supply, L. That is,
pxt + (1 - p)xt = L,
where µt denotes the proportion of the monopolistic sector at time t. Substituting (5.4)
and (5.7) into this labor market equilibrium condition, we get

C1
- AA1Pt)Yt
=wtL.

(5.16)

From (5.16), the quantity of labor used in the monopolistic sectors and the quantity of
labor used in the competitive sectors are
xt

M

L

xt

(5.17)

( L
1- " 1pt)

(5.18)

Next,wederivean expression
for GDP,Yt. From(5.1),

log
Yt= J log
gt(w)xt(w)dw
=

1log qt(w)dw+
0

1 logxt(w)dw.

(5.19)

0

where qt(w) denotes the highest quality of intermediate good w at time t. We define

thatlogQt= fo logqt(w)dw
andthatlogXt= fologxt(w)dw.
Because
/it represents
the proportion of the sectors that obtain the quality improvement, log Qt is given by
log Qt = pt logA + log Qt-1.

(5.20)

Substituting
thequantity
oflaborusedineverysectorintofologxt(w)dw,
wegetthe
average

volume

of the

intermediate

product

across

industries,

log
Xt=log
L- log
(1- A 1At/- ptlog
A.

(5.21)

From (5.20) and (5.21), Yt depends on the proportion of the monopolistic sector at
time t as follows,
1't = QtLq(itt),
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(5.22)

where

0(µt)
=C a-1 0<µ<1.
-µt

1 -

-~-At

(5.23)

The graph of the function q5(.)is always U-shaped as depicted in Figure 1.5 There are
two effects of an increase in the proportion of the sectors that obtain innovation, µt on
Xt. One is a negative effect: the increase in the proportion of the monopolistic sectors
reduces the average volume of product, Xt, because the volume of product is relatively
small in the monopolistic sectors. This effect is indicated by the term, A-µt in (5.23).
The other is a positive effect: the increase in the proportion of the monopolistic sectors
raises the volume of labor input in every sectors and consequently raises Xt, because
the labor input is relatively small in the monopolistic sectors. This effect is indicated
by the term, 1/[1 - (A - 1)µt/A] in (5.23). When the proportion of the monopolistic
sectors, µt is low (resp. high), the negative (resp. positive) effect dominates the other
effect. This is why the function q(.) is U-shaped.
5.3.2

Asset Market

Letting At denote the aggregate asset, the equilibrium condition in the asset market
implies At = Zt_1. Here we define the parameter of productivity as Dt = Qt. From
this equation and (5.9), we get
At
µt =

iQt-1

(5.24)

Substituting (5.20), (5.22) and (5.5) into the free entry condition for R&D (5.8), the
interest

rate

is given

by

1-i-rt=L

77AA1 1_alµt

(5.25)

Sincethe positiveeffectby the qualityimprovementon Ytcancelsout the negativeeffect
on Yt, only the positiveeffect remains. This equation showsthat the rate of return
of innovationsis the increasingfunctionof the proportionof the sectors that obtain
innovation,µt. In other words,an increasein aggregateR&Dinvestmentincreasesthe
rate of return of innovations.Becauseof the pecuniaryexternality,increasingreturns
to scalewith respectto R&D is generatedin the presentmodel.
5This

fact is proved

in Appendix

A.
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5.4

The

Dynamics

Combining equations (5.14), (5.25), the equilibrium condition of final goods market,
Yt = Ct+77Qtlit+i., (5.22), and (5.20), the dynamics of this economy can be summarized
by three difference equations of the first order.
Ct+1
L A- 1
1
= a
a_1
C
t
77 A 1 - a At+1
nQtpt+1 = Qtcb(pt)L- Ct,
Qt+1 = Aµ`+'Qt.

(5.26)
(5.27)
(5.28)

From the market equilibrium condition (5.27), pt is constant and Ct and Qt grow at
the same rate on the balanced growth paths. Thus we rewrite the above difference
equations by using Xt = Ct/Qt.
The competitive equilibrium is defined as a sequence {i t, Xt;t > 0} which satisfies
X
ti = Q
1 0(µt+i),
?1µt+i = 0(µt)L - Xt•

(5.29)
(5.30)

and the transversality condition

li OTt7 1 = 0.
(5.31)
XT
Onthebalanced
growthpaths,a andXareconstant.Letting(p*,X*)bethebalancedgrowth-path
valuesof(µ,X),theysatisfythefollowing
equations:
1=

77

AX1(5.32)

X*= 0(µ*)L- i7p*•
(5.33)
From(5.32)or Figure2, we find that two balancedgrowthpaths EL and EH are
A
generatedif a - 1 < QL
77< el gog1A
. The dynamicsof this economyis depictedas
Figure3. Letting(ML,
XL)and (µH,XH)denotethe balanced-growth-path
valuesof
(µ,X)withthe lowergrowthrate and the highergrowthrate respectively,
wefindthe
following:
Proposition 1. If thefollowing
inequality
A
L A
A- 1 < l37< e logA
86

(5.34)

is satisfied, multiple growth paths can be generated. One is the balanced growth path
with the higher growth rate, AAHand the other is the balanced growth path with the
lower growth rate, A'L.
Proof. See Figure 2.

E

In the rest of the paper, we focus on the case that the multiple balanced growth
paths can be generated.
We must examine the local stability of these balanced growth paths EL and EH.
Linearization of the dynamic system (5.29) and (5.30) around the balanced growth path
(p*, X*) gives the followingJacobian matrix
F't+1-N*

r/~l(µ*)

r/

At -A*

[Xt+i
-X* LO'(I-t*)OL
- l0(µ*)X*
1- l0La- 10'(l-t*)X*
Xt- X* ( .35)
77

77

Letting J denote Jacobian
are

matrix,

77 77

the trace and the determinant

trJ = f

of the Jacobian

matrix

AX 10'(,u*)µ*+ 1

(5.36)

detJ = L 0'(µ*)

(5.37)
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We make
the results
EL in the

a denote

77 for simplicity

about the stability
of the
following proposition.?

in the
balanced

rest

of the paper.

growth

path

with

6 Let
the

us summarize

lower growth

rate

Proposition 2. If AL that satisfies (5.82) and CAL) < 0, and the parameters, a and
f3 satisfy the following inequality:
2 + a,6A 10'(PL)AL+ a0'(I0

> 0,

(5.38)

The balancedgrowth path EL is a saddle point. If the above inequality is not satisfied,
the balancedgrowth path EL is a source.
Proof. p(v) denotes the characteristic equation, that is, p(v) = v2 - trJv + detJ. Inspecting Figure 2, we find that the inequality O'(FtL)< 0 is always satisfied. Therefore,
using the inequality 1 < ,Q(A- 1)/Api, we get

p(l)
=1-trJ+detJ
=L0'(µL)
(1-,QA
1FZLJ
<0

(5.39)

6We can understand that a = 77represents the potential productivity of economies.
'Since the region of (a
,)3) where the inequality (5.38) is too complicated, we do not find this region
analytically.
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O

In addition to the above condition, if the followinginequality
p(-1) = 1 + trJ + detJ > 0

(5.40)

is satisfied, the balanced growth path EL is a saddle point. The second condition is
rewritten as follows:
2 + a,(3A 1 '(AL)LL+ acb'(AL)> 0

Next, we examine the stability of the balanced growth path with the higher growth
rate. First, we get the inequality gi'(PH) > 0 from Figure 2. Therefore, the following
inequalities are satisfied.

p(l)= 1- trJ+detJ
=_0'(tH)
(1- ,QA
1pH
/>0, (5.41)
p(-1)
= 1+trJ+detJ
=2+a0'(pH)
(0A1µH
µH+1
>0. (5.42)

Let
ussummarize
the
results
about
the
stability
ofthe
balanced
growth
path
with
the higher

growth

Proposition

rate

in the following

proposition.

3. If the values of the parameters, a and ,(3satisfy (5.34) and the follow-

ing inequality:

a>

(5.43)

,3(logA+

the balanced growth path EH is a sink. In other words, the competitive equilibrium path
is indeterminate. If the above inequality is not satisfied, the balanced growth path EH
is a source.

Proof. Since the inequalities (5.41) and (5.42) are satisfied, the last thing that we have
to do is to find the range of parameters that satisfy detJ < 1. First, we find the range
of p that satisfies detJ < 1 and q5'(p)> 0, and then we find the range of parameters a
and ,3 satisfy (5.32) and the above range of p. On the balanced growth path, q'(pH)
is written as follows:
A-1

01(PH)
_ -log A+ 1- aApH
1

A-1

o(AH)_ -log A+ 1- aapH1
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1

a Q - 1.(5.44)

Substitutingthis equalityinto detJ < 0, weget
µ < A-A 1 - logA+1

(5.45)

a*\l1,8

Fromthis inequalityand (5.32),the range of (a, 3) satisfiesthe followinginequality:

1<af3
(log
A+a A A
A-1

-log

s

,

(5.46)

and thus we get the inequality (5.43).

0

From the inequality (5.43), we get the region of (a, Q) where the balanced growth
path EH is a sink as depicted in Figure 4-1.8
If the balanced growth path EL is a saddle point and the balanced growth path
EH is a sink, not only the local indeterminacy of the competitive equilibrium path but
also the indeterminacy of which balanced growth path economies converge to can be
generated. We can show that global indeterminacy can be generated in the present
model. For example, suppose that the parameter of innovation size, A satisfies that
X'\1 log A < 1 + vl2-. The region of (a,,3) where the balanced growth path EL is a

saddle
pointisQ> T_12og
'\.9 Inthiscasethereexists
theregion
of(a,,3)where
the
balanced

growth

path

EL is a saddle

as depicted
in Figure 4-2.
It is well known that bifurcations
undergoes
summarize
Proposition

point

and the balanced

may take place

changes.
In the present
paper,
the results about the bifurcation
4.

Suppose

when

growth

path

the stability

Hopf bifurcations
in the following

can take
proposition.

EH is a sink

of steady
place.

states
Let

us

that
A

a*

_

X-1AT
log
a

1

,Q(logA-I-/3A1)'

(5.47)

thena* is a Hopfbifurcationvalueand thereis an invariantclosedcurvebifurcating
froma*. In otherwords,thereexistsomenonconstantperiodicgrowthpathsat some
parametervaluesa whichare sufficiently
closeto a*.
Proof.Weprovethis propositionby usingthe Hopfbifurcationtheoremfor discrete
timesystems.
8Theproofwithrespect
to thecharacters
oftheregion
isintheAppendix
.
9Inappendix
B, weprovethatthebalanced
growth
pathELissaddlepointifthisinequality
is
satisfied.
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First, since the inequalities (5.41) and (5.42) are satisfied, the eigenvalues vl and
v2 are the complex conjugate when detJ = 1.
Second, letting IH(a*) denote the value of AH on the balanced growth path with
the higher growth when a = a*, a* and µ(a*)satisfies the following equalities and
inequality:
1 = a*a

A-1
A cb(,uH(a*)),

(5.48)

a*O'(,UH)= 1,

(5.49)
(5.50)

IH(a*) < 1
By using uH(a), we show that

w(a)~~=~*# 0.

d~atJ
1
H(a*)~
(5.51)
«-a.= 1(detJ)
a[F(H(*))
0Aa+ a*OF~(AH(a*))
dµ

da

Using (5.48),(5.49), and the followingequalities:
daH(a)
da

_

aO''

0'(u)
_(_loA+1Ti
g

-

a-1

0"(lt) =

1

a

µ

0(l-),

2

l

µ

i

(5.52)
(5.53)

2

0(µ) + 0(µ)

(5.54)

we get the followinginequality:
d detJ
d
_ -1a*
a
a=«*
2

a-1

1-

2

AH(a*)

c(/.tH(a*))2 < 0

(5.55)

Finally, we can perturb the other parameters slightly so that the eigenvalues are
not roots of unity, and therefore we get u2(a*) # 1 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Because we proved that these conditions are satisfied, the Hopf bifurcation theorem(e.g. Guckenheimer and Holmes 1986) can be applied.
0
Proposition 4 shows that the growth rate can fluctuate permanently in the present
model. This result shows that the present model can account for the fluctuations of
the growth rates.
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5.5

5.5.1

The

effect

and

scale

R&D

subsidy

of the

subsidy

policy

on

economic

growth

effect
policy

In this subsection, we examine how the R&D subsidy affects the growth rate on the
balanced growth path. Letting SR denote the subsidy rate, the free entry condition
under this subsidy policy is given by

lrt
1+rt

- 9lQt-1

(5.56)

1+SR

Letting µ*(sR) be the balanced-growth-path values of p under the subsidy policy, they
satisfy the followingequations:

1=(1+SR)Q
LA1O(u*
(SR)).
The R&D subsidy
affects µL and PH as depicted
in Figure
the growth
rate of the economy
on the balanced
growth

5. The subsidy policy raises
path with the lower growth

rate.
However,
this policy affects the growth
rate on the balanced
the higher growth rate inversely;
it lowers the growth
rate.

5.5.2

(5.57)
growth

path

with

Scale effect

In this subsection, we examine how an increase in the population size, L affects the
growth rate on the balanced growth paths. Let us examine these effects by using
equation (5.57) or Figure 5. Then we find that whether the effects of an increase in the
population size on economic growth are positive or negative depends on whether the
economy exists on the balanced growth path with the lower growth or on the balanced
growth path with the higher growth; an increase in the population size raises (resp.
lowers) the growth rate if the economy is on the balanced growth path with the lower
(resp. higher) growth rate.
With respect to scale effect, almost all R&D-based endogenous growth models generate positive scale effects (Romer 1990; Grossman and Helpman 1991). In contrast to
the existing papers, this paper shows that negative scale effects can be generated. 10
5.6

Conclusion

As far as I know, there is no R&D-based endogenous growth model that can account
for both the differences of growth rates among countries and the fluctuations
of growth
'°Peretto (1996) shows that negative scale effects can be generated in the model with multiple growth
paths.
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rate

that are observed
We have constructed

the
the

assumption
circumstance,

growth

model

with

quality

improvements

under

that an innovation
is imitated
costlessly
after finite period.
Under
due to the pecuniary
externalities,
the rate of return
of innovations

rises as the aggregate
multiple
growth paths,
endogenous

empirically.
an endogenous

growth

investment
in R&D increases.
As a result,
we have shown that
indeterminacy,
and growth cycles can appear in the R&D-based

model.
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Appendix

A

In the Appendix, let us show that the graph of q5(µ)is U-shaped.
The first derivative and second derivative are given by

logA+
a-i

A-1

a-1 ~(µ),
µ

1-

2

i

a P

(5.58)

2

06u)

Since the second derivative is always positive, q(µ) obtains the minimum value at the
A
a-1-log,

1 µ-

Appendix

B

From proposition 2, the condition that the balanced growth path EL is saddle point
is (5.38). Using 0'(•) in Appendix A and (5.32), we get

I A) >-2.
O'(µ)
_(_loA+l
g 1 (IL+AAl)
a-1

T'µ

By some

calculation,

(5.60)

we get

1 A
Qa -1 < logy
2 +

2

logA)
X`1- r,-µ

_ µ.

(5.61)

Suppose
that 01 logA< 1 + v/'2-.In thiscasethe righthandsideof (5.61)obtains
the minimum value at µ = 0. Therefore if the minimum value satisfies the inequality
(5.61), the balanced growth path EL is a saddle point. We can reduce this inequality
to

0 > Toga-1
2

Appendix
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(5.62)

a

. Letting F(3) denote the RHS of (5.43), we show that F(3) is a
of 3. Taking the logarithm of F((3), total differentiation gives

-1da=

A-1
A

-+

log A+ a-ia

decreasing

)2,31
dQ>0.

function

(5.63)

The values of the boundary are given by
F(0)

= oo

(5.64)
A

F(1)

_

1

~-1 logA A
A(
logA+ gal) > 0

Fromthesefacts,weprovethat the regionof (a,,3) is depictedas
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(5.65)
Figure
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6

Conclusion

.

This dissertation
analyzes innovation,
technology choice, and economic growth by using
various growth models where technological
progress is endogenously
determined.
In Chapters
2 and 3, we examine
welfare level. Chapter
2 investigates

how patent policy affects economic
growth and
how extending
patent
length affects economic

growth and the welfare level in an endogenous
In contrast
to the first study of optimal patent

growth
model with
length in a dynamic

R&D activities.
general equilib-

rium model, Judd(1985), we show that the patent length that maximizes the social
welfare

is finite.

Moreover,

we analyze

not only patent

length

policy

but

also patent

breadthpolicy.Extendingthe partial equilibriumanalysisof Gilbert and Shapiro(1990)
and Tandon(1982)into dynamicgeneralequilibriumanalysis,we showthat the patent
length that maximizesthe socialwelfareis not infiniteeven if the royaltyrate can be
controlled.BecauseGilbert and Shapiro(1990)showthat the optimalpatent policyinvolvesinfinitepatent length,our analysisprovidespolicyimplicationsthat are different
from theirs.
Chapter 3 developsan endogenousgrowthmodelthat has two enginesof economic
growth,innovationand capital accumulation. We investigatehow the patent policy
affectseconomicgrowthin this moregeneralendogenousgrowthmodel. In contrast to
the growthmodelswith onlyinnovation,strongerpatent protectionacceleratesinnovation but discouragescapital accumulationin the modelof this chapter. Consequently,
weshowthat strengtheningpatent protectionmayreducethe growthrate of output and
that the growth-maximizing
degreeofthe patent protectionis lowerthan the maximum
degreeof the patent protection. We also investigatehow the patent protectionaffects
socialwelfareand showthat the welfare-maximizing
degreeof the patent protectionis
lowerthan the growth-maximizing
degreeofthe patent protection. As mentionedin this
chapter, somepapers point out the possibilitythat tighter intellectualproperty rights
protectionmay reducethe growth rate of output. In addition to these papers, using
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the Schumpeterian model of Grossman and Helpman(1991), Horii and Iwaisako(2004)
analyze the effect of intellectual property rights protection on economic growth. By
the mechanism different from this chapter, we show that tighter intellectual property
rights protection may impede economicgrowth.
Chapter 4 analyzes issues of technology choice. Chapter 4 investigates the equilibrium dynamics of an economy with two technologies: one involvesdecreasing marginal
productivity of capital, and the other involvesnon-decreasing marginal productivity of
capital. This chapter shows that this simple two-period overlapping generations model
can generate endogenous cycles, poverty traps, or permanent growth. Consequently,
this growth model can explain the observed differences of patterns of growth among
countries.
Chapter 5 explores dynamic properties of a Schumpeterian growth model in the
environment where innovations are imitated costlessly after one period. This chapter
shows that the rate of return of innovation rises as the aggregate investment in R&D
increases because of pecuniary externality. Consequently, multiple balanced growth
paths can be generated. Furthermore, the model in this chapter can generate indeterminacy of equilibrium paths and growth cycles. Hence the present model can explain
the observed differencesof growth rates among countries and the observed fluctuations
of growth rates.
Some chapters of this dissertation show that we need to analyze the effect of industrial policies such as patent policy by using not the partial equilibrium analysis but the
general equilibrium analysis. Actually, some results that we obtain in Chapter 2 are
opposite to the results in the partial equilibrium analysis. Why can be two analyses
different from each other? It is because patent policies affect not only the incentives of
R&D but also market structures, for example, the proportion of monopolistic sectors.
If we use the partial equilibrium analysis, changing the market structure does not affect the factor prices. Therefore we cannot analyze the policy effect on R&D activities
through the factor prices. On the other, hand, as mentioned in Chapter 5, we can analyze this effect if we use the general equilibrium analysis. This dissertation analyzes
only patent policies mainly, however,we must analyze the other policies, i.e. regulation
of entry, subsidy of R&D, etc.. by using the general equilibrium analysis after this.'

'Futagami et al .(2004) examine how regulation of entry affects welfare in dynamic general equilibrium environments. In this paper, we show that insufficient entry may occur in the free entry
equiribrium. This result is opposite to the results in the partial equilibrium analysis.
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